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NOMENCLATURE

targeted stock/primary stock A stock targeted for a short squeeze by investors

untargeted stock A stock not targeted for a short squeeze by investors

secondary stock A stock which we investigate as a potential receiver of
volatility from a primary stock

DFV An initialism for the username of Keith Gill,
an r/wallstreetbets power user who played a pivotal
role in the GME short squeeze

WSB An initialism for the subreddit r/wallstreetbets

TVP An initialism for “time-varying parameter”

Short squeeze An event which occurs when investors
who have engaged in naked short selling
of an asset drive up the price of that
asset by covering their short positions

Meme Stock A stock which trades above fundamental
value due primarily to internet hype and investor sentiment

GME The NYSE ticker symbol of GameStop

RM An initialism for “restricted model”

URM An initialism for “unrestricted model”
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines two issues central to the recent retail finance phenomena of “meme
stocks”, using evidence from the GameStop short squeeze of early 2021. The first is the degree
to which web traffic predicts abnormal returns of a stock when that stock receives a high
degree of public interest. The second is the degree to which semi-exogenous assignments of
popularity to a stock result in increased volatility in similar stocks, i.e., if meme stock crazes
result in volatility spillovers. Using a Bayesian, Time-Varying Parameter approach, this
paper estimates both the relationship between relevant web traffic (r/wallstreetbets, Twitter,
Google Search) and the performance of GameStop stock, as well as volatility spillovers from
GME to untargeted stocks. We find mixed evidence of a Granger-causal relationship between
web traffic and GME returns. In addition, we find evidence in support of the existence of
large, transient volatility spillovers.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in information technology have allowed an unprecedented level

of public access to financial markets. The proliferation of online brokerages with zero

trading fees has resulted in extraordinary growth in financial market participation, especially

among younger investors for whom trading fees would constitute a significant barrier (Zacks,

2018). This influx of unsophisticated investors to the market has led to the emergence of

unprecedented phenomena:f “meme stocks” and an overall “meme finance” culture (examples

of “meme assets” would be cryptocurrencies, meme stocks, and NFTs). We can consider a

‘meme stock’ as a stock which experiences a great increase in demand largely as a result of

internet hype, i.e., for reasons other than anticipated financial value (Hayes, 2022) . The

primary example of this is the GameStop short squeeze of early 2021, where prices and

volumes of certain heavily shorted stocks rapidly increased following discussion and market

research performed primarily by participants of an internet investment group known as

WallStreetBets. Forum readers realized that their activity might incite short squeezes and

rapidly bought up highly shorted assets. Of the targeted assets, the primary stock of interest

was the electronics retailer GameStop (NYSE ticker GME). This buying frenzy spread to

other social media sites and became a global phenomenon with explicitly political overtones

(Chohan, 2021).

This study seeks to identify spillover effects and market inefficiencies resulting from

these idiosyncratic circumstances, and is divided into two parts. The first examines the

relationship between social media activity and GameStop performance during the squeeze

period. In this context, inefficiency refers to predictability of asset prices conditional on

publicly available information. The second examines the possibility of volatility spillovers
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to untargeted stocks during the squeeze, taking advantage of strong priors on secondary

sample selection provided by the theoretical framework in Section 2. To these ends, the

present study employs Bayesian, Time-Varying Parameter models as described by Bitto, et.

al.(2018) and a test for causation-in-variance proposed by Granger (1986). As well, this

attempts to address the broader questions of whether the retail finance boom could have

destabilizing effects and what this might suggest about necessary changes to the current

financial regulation regime.

Due to the recent nature of the event, prior literature is scant. Work from Umar et

al. (2021) and Aharon et al. (2021) has identified one spillover channel, that of volatility

and return from targeted stocks to indices composed of other high short-interest stocks. As

well, other papers have identified that there exists a Granger-causal relationship between

GameStop-related social media activity and GME stock performance(Lyocsa et al., 2021;

Vasileiou et al, 2021; Long et al, 2021; Betzer et al, 2021; Anand et al, 2021).

The second section of the paper provides a detailed historical background to the

GME short squeeze event, highlighting specifically the posts and forum users identified as

responsible for inciting the squeeze, the high institutional short interest in the targeted

stocks, and the reasons that investors cited for participating. The third section provides

a summary of the extant literature on the topic, which identify the role of social media in

the squeeze and certain spillover effects. As well, a review of the extant literature provides

the theoretical backing for this study, as the theory of predatory trading is established

by Brunnermeier (2005). The fourth section details the data acquisition and handling

procedures used. The sixth section details the empirical methodology, the seventh section

discusses results, and the final section concludes.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE SQUEEZE

Brief Summary

In the leadup to 2021, certain investors on the internet investing forum r/wallstreetbets

(hereafter WSB) believed that the stock of electronics retailer GameStop was highly

undervalued and primed for a short squeeze1(u/delaneydi, 2020) . Institutional investors

had shorted over 100% of the public float, and otherwise uninvolved market makers could

be manipulated via their own delta-hedging strategy to purchase large quantities of the

stock when they sold call options (u/jeffamazon, 2020). The act of alleged naked short-

selling by institutional investors left them open to potentially infinite losses. Amidst this

realization; good news regarding the composition of the executive board; involvement of

celebrity investors Ryan Cohen and Michael Burry; and surprisingly high sales, GME stock

began to rise in early 2021. Investors online pitched this as a battle of “David vs. Goliath,”

in which small retail investors could finally turn the tables against the “big banks,” who were

responsible for myriad injustices (in the eyes of the investors at least). As the short squeeze

began to take hold, the movement grew in popularity on social media. Retail investors

began purchasing large amounts of GME and other highly shorted stocks in an attempt

to simultaneously bankrupt shortsellers and profit. This populist anger and contrarian

investment strategy was only amplified when many popular online trading platforms halted

trading in the targeted securities. This trading halt would culminate in numerous lawsuits

against these platforms; the summoning of both a prominent r/wallstreetbets forum user

and the CEO of Robinhood Vlad Tenev to testify in front of congress; and an official SEC

1A short squeeze might occur when investors engage in nake shortselling. Naked shortselling is when an
investor agrees to deliver in the future (shortsell) an asset without owning it at the time of sale and must
buy it at the market price at the time of delivery. If the quantity to be delivered is large enough, the increase
in demand from investors purchasing to fulfill their obligations (covering their shorts) may increase the price
of the asset. If short covering results in a price increase, a short squeeze is said to have occurred.
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investigation. The SEC’s eventual report on the event identified the massive increases in

price and volume of shorted stocks as simply a result of public interest, and not the covering

of naked shorts. Aside from this, the report offered little in the way of conclusions and only

recommended certain subjects be investigated further.

GME Price History and Short Interest

Since reaching a 2-year high of $46.82 per share in 2015, GME stock experienced a slow

and steady decrease in price due to executive board turnover, continued speculation about

how the business would react to the changing electronic gaming landscape, and increasing

short interest from institutional investors (Planes, 2020). GME would enter 2016, 2017, 2018,

2019, and 2020 with share prices of approximately $25, $24.5, $18, $15, and $6, respectively,

before reaching an all-time low of $3.81 per share in February of 2020. The stock slowly

began to appreciate in price, reaching $17.69 on January 8, 2021, before exploding to an

all-time high of $347.51 on January 27 due to an intentional short squeeze2 orchestrated by

retail investors and hedge funds. The stock price would fluctuate wildly over the coming

months, with a post-squeeze low of $40.59, more than double its pre-squeeze high. GME

price history and returns are depicted in Figs 2.1 and 2.2.

Beginning in 2016, hedge fund Melvin Capital and other large funds began to short GME

stock. This shorting activity began modestly, and was accompanied by the disclosure of $9.5

million of GME puts in Melvin’s March 2016 13F form3. As GameStop experienced financial

turmoil and executive turnover, and a market shift toward electronically delivered games and

gaming content seemed to threaten GameStop’s market position, this short interest would

escalate over time. In addition, Melvin held a number of put options, which would eventually

reach $55.1 million in value, as disclosed in their September 2020 13F form. Melvin Capital

2Whether the large increase in price was a result of a short squeeze or not is a matter of debate.
3Melvin held both short positions and put options on GME.
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Figure 2.1: GME Price History, 2020-2022

Figure 2.2: GME Percent Change, 2020-2022
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would become the poster boy for big banks in the coming squeeze, eventually being bailed

out by hedge fund Citadel at the height of the squeeze. Fig. 2.3 details Melvin’s GME put

position. 4

Figure 2.3: Dollar Value of Put Contracts Held by Melvin Capital

During this same time, overall short interest in GME began to increase, with other

hedge funds and institutional investment firms holding larger and larger short positions and

numbers of put options. GME’s price would steadily decline from approximately $31 per

share in March 2016 to just over $3 per share in March of 2020.

Despite its prominence in the narrative, GameStop was not the only targeted security

during the squeeze. Other highly shorted securities also came under attack, either by

profiteers or squeeze “true believers” at the same time. On Jan 28, 2021, brokerages halted

trading of some of these securities under the premises of meeting capital requirements with

the relevant stock exchanges. The other halted securities included the following, with ticker

symbols in parentheses:

• American Airlines (AAL)

• AMC Entertainment Holdings (AMC)

4Form 13F does not require disclosure of short positions, only of put and call options. Melvin’s total
short interest in GME is unknown.
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• Blackberry Limited (BB)

• Bed Bath and Beyond (BBBY)

• Castor Maritime (CTRM)

• Express, Inc. (EXPR)

• Koss (KOSS)

• Naked Brand Group (NAKD)

• Sundial Growers Inc (SNDL)

• Tootsie Roll Industries (TR)

• Trivago N.V. (TRVG)

Most halted securities had very high levels of short interest for the months preceding the

event.

WSB Posts

WSB interest in GME and other stocks began long before the squeeze took hold. On

March 24, 2019, user u/delaneydi posted on the subreddit r/wallstreetbets, a discussion

board known primarily for sharing and discussion of particularly risky investments known as

“YOLOs”5. The user argued that GME was severely undervalued, citing GME’s financials,

• Equity Value of $1.1 billion

• Enterprise Value of $1.4 billion

• Enterprise Value to Sales ratio of .18

• Enterprise Value to EBITDA6 ratio of 3.4

• EBITDA Margin of 5.7%,

as well as the user’s own projection of a Compound Annual Growth Rate of Sales from 2018-

2020 of -4.8%. The user’s assessment of undervaluation was rooted in the expectation that

revenue decrease from GameStop’s pre-owned gaming equipment resale would “normalize

5The acronym YOLO stands for “you only live once” and expresses the forumites’ cheeky indifference to
the possibility of losing large sums of money.

6EBITDA stands for ”earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization.”
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around the mid, single digits”. The user cited GameStop’s lack of debt and high EBITDA,

which would allow GameStop to perform a stock buyback and increase their share price.

The user considered this a “deep value play”(u/delaneydi, 2019).

On Sep 8, 2019, u/DeepFuckingValue (hereafter DFV) posted a “YOLO” with a

screenshot of his portfolio of $53 thousand in GME call options. The user openly thanked

prominent investor Michael Burry for his apparent returns, who had penned an open letter

to the GME Board of Directors on Aug 16th of that year urging a stock buyback. On Nov

7, 2019, DFV again shared the performance of his GME calls, and noted the high level of

short interest at the time (75%). This was the first time that a high degree of short interest

had been noted on the forum (u/DeepFuckingValue, 2019).

On Sep 8, 2020, u/JeffAmazon (u/JeffAmazon, 2020) posted a bullish GME Due

Diligence (known as a “DD” post) to WSB. The user explicitly frames the investment as

a political attack, referring to investment group Citadel as “The MM (market maker) that

took all our money,” going so far as to compare the situation to Star Wars, identifying Wall

Street as The Galactic Empire and characterizing the fomenting of a short squeeze to be

“hijacking the death star.” This marks the first reference to the short squeeze as a political

action.

In predicting the short squeeze, the user notes an 85% - 99.8% short interest, depending

on the site that reports the figure. The user identifies this as inaccurate, calculating his own

short interest figure of 112.3%. Short interest is usually calculated in terms of the shorted

shares divided by the outstanding shares. The user instead calculates it as shorted shares

divided by adjusted float, which subtracts out insider shares and those held by another

investor, Ryan Cohen. The user also notes that the short interest ratio/days to cover is 16

days, which will not leave shorters any time to cover their positions.

The user further lists factors which will exacerbate the squeeze. The first factor is

identified as Ryan Cohen, the second is retail option buying, and the third is Citadel itself.
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The user notes that Cohen is rarely active in the market, and has done nothing in the prior

three years except a recent purchase of GME. The user even goes so far as to identify that

market makers’ delta hedging can be used against hedge funds engaging in naked shorting

activity. Market makers sell options, and reduce the risk inherent in these derivatives via

delta hedging. As they are selling call options, they are making a de facto bet that the stock

price will decrease in the future (going short) if this action is performed in isolation. As

market makers typically attempt to remain risk-neutral, they usually do not perform these

actions in isolation, and instead employ delta-hedging strategies. A delta-hedging strategy

dictates that the risk inherent in selling a call option be reduced by also going long on the

underlying security; market makers must purchase shares of stocks for which they sell call

options if they are delta hedging. Consequently, the user claims that if $100,000 worth of

call options are purchased, then the market makers will have to purchase the entire public

float (50,000 shares) and ensure a short squeeze7.

On Dec 5, 2020, u/Uberkiz11 posted a model he had created to predict GameStop’s

sales figures which took advantage of the fact that GameStop’s retail website assigned order

numbers in a sequential fashion. His model projected EPS-GAAP (earnings per share

calculated with generally accepted accounting principles) at $4.12, as opposed to an industry-

projected $1.83 (u/uberkikz11, 2020).

On Dec 12, 2020, u/CPTHUbbard posted a lengthy explanation of his theory that Ryan

Cohen had a long-run plan to oust the GME board and then-CEO of GameStop George

Sherman and subsequently “convert (GME) to a tech-first gaming juggernaut”. The user

cited the fact that the attorney listed on Ryan Cohen’s enterprises was Chris Davis, a premier

attorney for activist shareholders. As well, the user cited a letter penned by Cohen to the

7The user implies a delta of .13 if, in the example given, the market maker must purchase exactly 50, 000
shares. The user says he is using calls with an expiry of 10/16/2020 and a price of $15 for this example.
This implies that 100,000

15 = 6, 666.7 call options can be purchased. If this requires that the market maker
hedge by buying 50, 000 shares of GME, the delta of the option is then calculated by solving the following
equation for x: 666, 6.7 ∗ x = 50, 000. Solving this equation yields x = .133334.
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Figure 2.4: Comments Containing ”GME” on WSB

GME Board of Directors which suggested a deep reevaluation of GME’s immediate business

plans, speculating that the letter was penned by Chris Davis. The user then noted that Ryan

Cohen had recently met with a number of large shareholders of GME and SeekingAlpha

journalist Justin Dopierala (u/cpthubbard, 2020).

On Jan 22, 2021, DFV again shared a YOLO update, totaling $11.2 million in unrealized

gains. The user would then go on to post on Jan 25, 26, 27, and 28 with unrealized gains

of $13.9, $22.8, $48, and $33.2 million dollars(u/DeepFuckingValue, 2021b, 2021c, 2021d,

2021e).

All of the bullish sentiment concerning GME, whether it be in anticipation of high

GME demand or as a result of differing valuations of GME, left GME primed for a short

squeeze in January of 2021. Activity on the board would increase over the following days as

the price of GME went up.
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Figure 2.5: Google Search Intensity of GME-Related Terms

Public Interest

As GME price slowly increased throughout the latter half of 2020, and then quickly

increased in early January 2021, interest in a potential short squeeze spread to other social

media platforms and the greater web. Figs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 detail the evolution of comments

concerning GME on WSB, relative Google Search Intensity of GME, and the daily tweet

count of “#GME”. As the squeeze became more prominent, many individuals who were

previously not involved in the stock market purchased GME to join in on the trend, increasing

GME returns, volatility, and volume (Hasso, 2021; Klein, 2021).
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Figure 2.6: Daily Tweet Count of #GME and $GME

The Height of the Squeeze

Throughout the week of January 25th 2021, GME continued to rise in price. GME

opened on Monday morning at 96.73 and closed at 347.51 on Wednesday afternoon. Melvin

Capital claimed to have liquidated its entire GME position by EOD8 on January 26th.

At the opening of trading the next day, January 28, Robinhood, a popular online stock

broker, limited trading in certain securities to “closing only”, meaning that traders could

only sell, and not buy, these securities. Other brokerages followed suit. Robinhood and

other brokerages cited liquidity requirements imposed on them by clearinghouses due to the

high volatility of the halted securities (Robinhood, 2021). Throughout the day, the price of

GME and other halted securities fell sharply, before rebounding in the following days near

their pre-halt high when purchasing was again permitted. This generated large amounts of

public outrage and a great deal of sentiment that financial markets were “rigged” against

8EOD means “end of day.”
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retail investors in favor of large financial institutions. As a result of the halting, more than

50 lawsuits were filed against Robinhood alleging unfair and unlawful action by Robinhood.

Aftermath

The US House of Representatives Committee on Financial Services called a virtual

hearing on February 18, 2021 titled “Game Stopped? Who Wins and Loses When Short

Sellers, Social Media, and Retail Investors Collide” to discuss the squeeze, the involvement

of Reddit. and the possibilities of market manipulation by Keith Gill (u/DFV) and collusion

between Robinhood and Citadel/Melvin Capital. The witness list included Keith Gill,

Robinhood CEO Vlad Tenev, Citadel CEO Kenneth Griffin, Melvin Capital CEO Gabriel

Plotkin, Reddit CEO Steve Huffman, and Cato Institute Director of Financial Regulation

Studies Jennifer Schulp.

Keith Gill denied allegations that he had misrepresented himself as an amateur investor

in order to mislead retail investors into purchasing shares of GME. Kenneth Griffin and

Vlad Tenev denied allegations of collusion between Citadel and Robinhood. Steve Huffman

claimed that metrics analyzed by Reddit indicated that bots did not play a large role in the

squeeze and that retail investor interest was organic. Ultimately, no action was taken by

Congress as a result of the hearing.

On October 14, 2021, the Securities Exchange Commission released a report titled

“Staff Report on Equity and Options Market Structure in Early 2021”. The report observes

certain key facts regarding the squeeze period:

1. GME price increased during periods in which shortsellers purchased to cover their
positions

2. Volume resulting from short-covering was only a fraction of the observed volume during
those periods

3. Prices continued to be elevated after short positions were covered

Given the observed facts, the report concludes that elevated GME prices were not a result
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of demand by shortsellers and were likely simply a product of extreme public interest. In

addition, the report observes certain facts regarding the possibility of a Gamma squeeze9

during the relevant time period:

1. GME options volume did rise substantially, from $58.5 million on January 21 to $563.4
million on January 22

2. Most of this volume was from purchases of put, not call options
3. Market-makers were observed to be mostly buying, not writing, call options

The report acknowledges that these facts are inconsistent with the occurrence of a Gamma

squeeze. Moreover, the report claims that clearing members did not experience persistent

FTDs (failures to deliver) in GME during the relevant period, meaning that any failures to

produce GME stock which might have resulted from naked shortselling were resolved quickly.

This would suggest that naked shortselling did not play a large role in the “squeeze”.

Contrary to the expectations of GME “true believers”, the report did not highlight any

criminal wrongdoing or recommend any structural changes to markets. The report instead

highlighted the flexibility and resilience of the capital allocation system and recommended

certain subjects for further investigation (SEC, 2021).

Implications

Evidence from the SEC report regarding the lack of genuine short and Gamma

squeezes and the populist attitude surrounding the squeeze suggest that the “squeeze”

was an unprecedented, genuine, self-perpetuating, mass political-financial movement. If

true, the event would be distinct from the typical financial asset bubble, in which investors

hold incorrect beliefs about future discounted cash flows. These facts have an important

implication: some portion of the large observed price increase of GME and other securities

9A gamma squeeze is said to have occurred if institutions which write call options on a stock engage in
a delta-hedging strategy and purchase the underlying asset, causing a price increase.
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can be explained by forces which (for the purposes of the present study) are as good as

random, as some demand for GME and other securities would be completely divorced from

any expectation of future value. Consequently, this event represents a special opportunity

to study how rapid, partially-exogenous assignments of demand (and consequent asset price

increases) affect the larger market.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

General/Theory

This section contains a review of literature which provides the theoretical justification

for this inquiry. A proper theoretical justification for this study accomplishes two things.

First, the theory should explain why we expect secondary effects as a result of the GME

squeeze. Second, the theory should explain why we expect that targeting activity on behalf

of retail investors should be reflected in social media activity.

The primary theoretical motivation for this study is provided by Brunnermeier (2005)

. Brunnermeier examines predatory trading, wherein a trader takes advantage of another

trader’s need to close a position within a certain time frame. The author constructs a

theoretical model with two assets, one riskless and one risky, and two parties: risk-neutral

strategic traders and risk-averse long-term investors (analogous to noise or liquidity traders).

Strategic traders are subdivided into two groups: distressed traders, who must liquidate a

position by the end of the model (analogous to funds shorting GME in this episode), or

predatory traders, who take advantage of the distressed traders’ necessity for liquidation

(analogous to retail investors and other hedge funds acting to foment a short squeeze). In

the paper, the distressed fund is modelled as needing to sell an asset, not buy, as was the case

in the GME episode. I rephrase Brunnermeier’s argument to describe a scenario in which

distressed traders must purchase an asset to make the application to the GME episode

clearer. The logic of the argument remains essentially the same, but with buying and selling

language merely reversed.

The model yields several relevant conclusions. First, predatory trading leads to

price overshooting, in which upward pressure raises price to above its fundamental value.

Predatory traders buy while distressed traders are buying, sell back the asset when its

price has been overshot, and then continue to buy at fundamental value. This predatory
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behavior makes purchasing the asset very costly for the distressed agent. As the number

of predators increases, price overshooting tends to decrease, as predators act competitively.

This has a relevant logical consequence: in the presence of predatory traders who have

non-profit motives, price overshooting will be greater, as the incentive for a predator to act

competitively is lessened.

If predators are able to collude, they can act as a single predator and achieve the same

results as a single predator, with greater price overshooting and greater profits for each

individual predator. Collusive predators will buy until the distressed traders have finished

purchasing all they need and only then will their positions return to “normal”. This contrasts

with the non-collusive outcome, where predatory traders will start buying back their assets

before the distressed trader is done purchasing. In the case of the GME ordeal, collusion

among predators is explicitly observed on social media when individuals urge other investors

to buy and hold GME.

The greater the proportion of distressed traders, the harder it is for a distressed trader to

remain solvent. This occurs for two reasons. First is the fact that as quantity to be purchased

increases, the observed price increase is greater. Second, as the proportion of distressed

traders increases, the proportion of predatory traders decreases, increasing the intensity of

predatory activity. Consequently, the greater the proportion of distressed traders within the

ecosystem, the greater the probability that any of them go bankrupt, as the actions of one

distressed trader affect the actions of another distressed trader. This implies the existence of

systemic risk as a result of predatory trading. If a large predatory trader faces an exogenous

wealth shock and is obligated to purchase the asset in question (i.e., becomes a distressed

trader), the resulting shock to the price of the asset may in turn mean that other predatory

traders become distressed traders, and that some distressed traders may go bankrupt.

This has implications for risk management schemes, as asset price correlations can

be different during a liquidity crisis due to uncoupling of asset prices from fundamental
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value. Consequently, hedging strategies which are appropriate for “normal” times may not

be appropriate in times of systemic distress. Distressed traders’ losses are further exacerbated

if the distressed trader does not begin not selling at the earliest possible moment1 .

Finally, the author discusses the possibility of spillover effects, citing Kyle and Xiong

(2001) , who model contagion as a wealth effect resulting from non-linear risk preferences.

The author notes a relevant empirical implication, “a shock to one security, which is held

by large vulnerable traders, may be contagious to other securities that are also held by the

vulnerable traders.”

Kyle and Xiong (2001) investigate contagion as a wealth effect, modeling an economy

with two risky assets and three types of traders; noise traders, short-term convergence

traders, and long-term value-based investors. Noise traders trade a risky asset randomly.

Long-term traders purchase an asset when it is below its fundamental value and vice versa.

Convergence traders trade opposite noise traders, with the use of leverage, and follow an

additively separable logarithmic utility function with an infinite time horizon and a time

preference. As their utility is logarithmic, these agents become more risk-averse as their

wealth falls to zero. As changes in wealth randomly occur and convergence traders rebalance

their portfolios, a contagion effect is derived.

Asset price dynamics and convergence traders’ wealth dynamics are simultaneously

determined, introducing endogenous risk, as means and variances of asset returns are

functions of two state variables: wealth of convergence traders and the positions of noise

traders. Notably, a source of risk in the model is innovations in noise-trading supply in one

market (analogous to the decrease in supply/increase in demand observed in the market for

GME stock). The author explains the contagion effect,

“‘Severe contagion’ happens when noise trading deviates significantly from its mean...

1This would occur if, for example, a fund manager believes that there will be a negative price shock saving
him from insolvency, or if the fund manager refuses to liquidate to maintain the appearance of solvency.
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In this situation, convergence traders take large positions, and these positions need
to be reduced in response to shocks that reduce wealth. The position rebalancing
of convergence traders leads to increased volatility in both markets, increased price
correlation across the two markets, and reduced market liquidity.”

In the model, the risks facing an individual convergence trader are endogenously determined

by the trading of all market participants. Convergence traders respond to innovations

in fundamentals and noise-trading, which have different effects on convergence traders’

behavior. While changes to fundamentals and noise trading both result in wealth effects,

innovations to noise trading also display a substitution effect, as prices have further diverged

from their fundamental value. When the wealth effect is smaller than the substitution

effect, short-term traders react by doubling down on their positions, reducing volatility

and increasing liquidity. When the opposite is true, short-term traders liquidate positions,

increasing volatility and decreasing liquidity. The authors note that the implications of

the model are consistent with certain observed phenomena from the default of the Russian

government on bonds and the collapse of Long Term Capital Management in 1998. The

first is that not all asset price volatility is explained by fundamentals. The second is that

conditional correlations between asset returns are not constant. The third is that variations

in conditional correlations are not explained by fundamentals. Consequently, we investigate

the possibility of similar spillover effects in the GME squeeze.

The theoretical scenario is analogous to the GME episode in that certain funds (short-

term convergence traders) believed GME price exceeded its fundamental value and took

a large short position. Actors who valued GME at a price above its pre-squeeze value

(analogous to noise traders) increased the price substantially (analogous to an innovation

in noise trading supply). The change to asset price was large enough that the wealth effect

derived from it far exceeded the substitution effect, and funds were forced to liquidate their

positions2.

2This is true in the case of Melvin Capital, at least.
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The Report of the Presidential Task Force on Market Mechanisms (1988) (AKA the

Brady Report), investigates the causes of and potential solutions to the Black Monday stock

market crash of 1987. The report blames downward price pressure in certain stocks on

automated trading rules employed by funds engaging in portfolio insurance strategies. The

report alleges that the automated trading systems, reacting to an initial decline in the

stock market (prompted by unexpectedly high interest rates and the collapse of takeover

candidates), sold large quantities of stock, which prompted liquidations by other parties, the

cumulative effects of which were called the Black Monday crash. Throughout the duration

of the decline, trading volume and volatility increased dramatically.

As a result of the apparent ability of automated trading systems to react to unexpected

events and facilitate secondary effects of these events, we identify automated trading

programs and automatic portfolio rebalancing strategies as a potential cause of secondary

effects in the GME short squeeze. The potential for programs to cause unwanted secondary

effects is not limited to these avenues, however. If automated trading programs have priors on

the nature of an information signal which are incorrect, as is likely to be true in a genuinely

idiosyncratic and unpredictable event, automated programs may react in a way that is not

conducive to maintaining liquidity and low volatility. Similarly the event may have resulted

in drastic changes in portfolio valuation for those who had held or shorted targeted stocks,

automatically incurring margin calls and forcing the liquidation of other assets.

To summarize, we hypothesize the existence of secondary effects of predatory trading

due to decreasing risk tolerance of distressed traders (funds shorting GME), unexpected and

evolving correlations between asset prices leading to increased portfolio risk and rebalancing

(possibly resulting from margin requirements and other unexpectedly binding constraints

such as automatic stop-loss orders), and priors held by algorithmic trading programs based

on outdated correlation schemes. Finally, we expect that social media will be correlated with

targeting activity in this event due to the profitability of collusion between predatory agents.
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Explicit examples of how spillover effects might occur for each given reason are provided in

Appendix A, Section A.

Social Media and the Stock Market

In addition to the literature regarding a theoretical backing for this inquiry, we also

review the literature concerning the relationship between social media and the stock market.

Evidence regarding the ability of social media to affect capital markets is mixed.

Tumarkin and Whitelaw (2001) provide an early investigation into the ability of internet

posts to effect real-world financial outcomes. Examining posts on ragingbull.com from April

1999 - February 2000, the authors examine the effects of opinions expressed on the internet on

stock price. The authors use event study and VAR methods, generating indices of positive

or negative sentiment in both the short and long-term for stocks, sorting on ticker label.

The authors find that the aggregated opinions therein were not able to predict abnormal

industry-adjusted returns, and that causality appeared to run the opposite directions, from

the market to internet posts.

Sabherwal, Sarkar, and Zhang (2011) examine the question of whether Internet stock

message boards influence trading. Limiting their sample to stocks with no confounding events

and high message board activity, the authors find evidence consistent with the hypothesis

that message board users engage in pump-and-dump schemes3.

Ackert, Jiang, Lee, and Liu (2016) investigate the accuracy of predictions made by

popular investment forum users and the value of the informational content therein. Using a

sample of posts from guba.eastmoney.com in the 2008-2012 interval, the authors first identify

popular accounts. Using probit regressions, the authors find that influential investors are

more likely to be accurate than other investors by a small magnitude. As well, influential

3A pump and dump scheme is a type of financial scam in which an investor purchases an amount of stock,
convinces others to buy the stock (resulting in a price increase), and subsequently sells the stock for a profit.
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investors are less likely to have their predictions reversed after a short period. Finally,

popular investors are more likely to be correct about the future performance of a local stock.

Broadstock and Zhang (2019) examine whether sentiment extracted from social media

(Twitter) has an effect on stock prices. The authors use sentiment analysis and an OLS,

CAPM-style model to determine the effects of different sentiments on stock prices. The

authors find wildly differing signs between lags, time intervals, and unexpected returns

associated with emotions(e.g., positive returns associated with anger).

Zheng, et. al (2011), analyze the interaction between WSB activity, sentiment, and

GME performance during the squeeze through topological data analysis. The authors find

that interaction networks on WSB have the topological structural superiority to transport

and diffuse investment information. As well, the topic distribution grows tighter (i.e.,

more discussion of fewer topics) over time. In addition, collective sentiment polarity slowly

increases over time, with sentiment homophily and divergence increase over time. Finally,

the authors find that part of GameStop’s stock performance is explained by social media

activity.

Bradley, Haousek, Jame, and Xiao (2021) investigate the informational content of Due

Diligence (DD) posts on r/wallstreetbets. The authors compare investments made based on

the recommendations or WSB users to a benchmark portfolio of the SPY index fund over the

sample period and find that the average buy DD report generates an excess return of 6.7%.

As well, retail trading proportion increases in time periods following positive DD reports.

These results indicate that posts on WSB may have informative content.

Pedersen (2021) examines communication in social networks and equity trading. The

author develops a theoretical model with naive investors who update their information

irrationally. The author finds that the presence of naive investors who learn through a

social network can lead to network effects in portfolio holdings, excess volatility, momentum

and reversal effects, meme trading, the effects of repeated news, and spillover of expectations
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and transaction prices cross people with social links.

The GME Squeeze

This section focuses on literature immediately relevant to the GME Squeeze. Barber,

Huang, Odean, and Schwarz (2021) examine the influence of financial innovation on traders’

behavior, specifically attention-induced trading. Using data on Robinhood users from May

2018 to August 2020, the authors attempt to answer the question of whether Robinhood

users are more likely to engage in attention-induced trading. The authors take advantage of

Robinhood’s design to employ a regression discontinuity model. To test this hypothesis, the

authors exploit Robinhood’s rules regarding Top Mover selection. Noting that a Top Mover

must have a market capitalization of $300 million or more, the authors determine the LATE

of being placed in the Top Movers section, finding a non-zero effect, i.e., Robinhood user

stock selection is predicted by attention measures.

Klein (2021) observes that GME activity seems to cause an increase in Google searches

regarding financial terms, implying that the short squeeze led to a phenomenon the author

dubs “autodidactic herding”, in which individuals herd to educational resources as a result of

social phenomena. The author notes that this may indicate an evolution in financial literacy.

Anand and Pathak (2021) investigate the role of Reddit in the GME Squeeze using

textual analysis. The authors find significant predictive associations of WSB subreddit tone

as well as number of threads on both GME return and volatility as well as put-call ratio.The

authors find that for daily GME returns, the WSB subreddit coefficient displays significance

at daily lags of 1-5. Other significant associations were found between number of upvotes

and GME return, number of threads on WSB and GME return, Google search index and

GME return, and GME volatility and subreddit tone. Intraday regressions show significance

of WSB tone, number of comments, and Google search index coefficients at various lags. For

regressions at 1-minute frequency, all variables except lagged GME returns were insignificant.
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The authors find predictive power of thread count, tone and upvotes on volatility.

Hasso, Muller, Pelster and Warkulat (2021) examine the demographics of individuals

participating in the GME Short Squeeze. The authors use transaction-level brokerage data

to analyze investor behavior and identify different relevant subperiods of the squeeze to

categorize investor behavior based on important events in the Squeeze timeline. Using logit

regressions, the authors find that investors who traded GameStop stock are more likely

to be male, younger, less experienced, and have a history of engaging in risky trading,

including high-volatility instruments and lottery-like stocks. The best predictors of GME

investment were prior behavior, particularly in trading high-volatility stocks. As well, males

were more likely to trade GME in later periods. The difference between traders and non-

traders decreased over time.

The authors also investigate the decision to sell on different days during the squeeze,

finding that new investors were more likely to sell during the peak, while high-volatility

investors were more likely to close their positions prior to the peak. Similarly, those who

opened accounts during the frenzy were more likely to sell prior to January 26 or after

February 1. Men, already purchasing during later stages, were more likely to hold their

GameStop shares throughout the frenzy and beyond.

Long, Lucey, and Yarovaya investigate the role of Reddit in the GME squeeze using

textual sentiment analysis to determine the relationship between sentiment and returns. The

authors investigate a range of emotions: anger, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise as well

as thread length. Using a wavelet coherence framework from Torrence and Compo (1998),

the authors determine that redditor sentiment and thread length played significant roles in

GME price formation during the squeeze. Sadness, anger, and surprise appeared to have

significant impacts on GME price. Longer threads were found to be more influential than

shorter threads.

Vasileiou, Polydoros, and Eleftheria (2021) examine the ability of Google Search trend
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data to explain GME performance in the squeeze. The authors use an hourly index of

Google Trends data which include the terms “GameStop”, “WSB”, “short squeeze”, and

“Robinhood”. The authors employ Granger Causality tests to determine that there exists

bidirectional causality between GME returns and GME volume and unidirectional causality

between Google searches and GME returns. The authors also employ a GARCH (1,1) model

to determine that increases in trading volume and in google searches have positive impacts

on GME price.

Betzer and Harries (2021) investigate the relationship between Reddit comment volume

and four different measures of Retail Trading Proportion, the proportion of all GME trading

done by retail investors. For their independent variable of interest, the authors first obtain

all WSB posts between the start of 2020 and the end of Febrary 2021, separating out all

comments relevant to GME by the following criteria: the comment mentions “GameStop”

or “GME” or is in response to a comment or post where GameStop or another GameStop-

related company is the first stock mentioned. The authors find significant relationships

between Reddit volume and GME RTP and Reddit volume and total retail trading for

GME.

Umar, Gubareva, Yousaf, and Ali (2021) examine the role of sentiment in GME

price formation during the squeeze. Again using a wavelet coherence approach, the

authors investigate news publication count, put-call ratio, and short sale volume. The

authors use twitter publications as a proxy of social-media-wise investors’ sentiments, as

well as news publications excluding twitter to gauge the sentiments of less social-media

aware investors. The authors conclude that media-savvy Reddit investor sentiments likely

positively influenced GME returns during the squeeze, while social-media averse investors

were unlikely to have influenced GME returns. Finally, the authors determine that there

exists a positive relationship between GME returns and short sale volume during the squeeze,

confirming the ’short squeeze’ phenomenon.
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Lyocsa, Baumohl, and Vyrost (2021) investigate the relationship between activity on

WSB relative to Google Search activity and primary stock performance during the squeeze.

The authors construct a “relative Reddit intensity” variable which is the ratio of level of

activity on WSB (mentions of a particular stock ticker) to the level of Google Search activity

(of squeeze-relevant terms) in a given day. The authors find strong evidence of a Granger-

causal relationship between relative Reddit intensity and intra-day volatility of targeted

stocks. In other words, it appears that activity relating to a given stock on WSB has an

outsize effect on primary stock performance when compared to activity observed in the google

search index.

Aharon, Kizys, Umar, and Zaremba (2021) examine possible contagion effects of the

GameStop Short Squeeze. The authors test two hypotheses: first, The short squeeze is

propagated across the short-selling investors, that is, financial contagion increases by means

of return and volatility connectedness in the stock market. Second, an unanticipated return

on a short-interest index provides price discovery for a short traded stock. The authors use

Diebold-Yilmaz static and dynamic connectedness indices as well as a time-varying parameter

VAR model. The authors conclude that institutional investors as a class were not harmed

by the squeeze, and that the squeeze did not cause financial contagion in the US stock

market.The authors conclude that GME was a net receiver of volatility from short interest

indices and do not find evidence of increased financial contagion.

Umar, Yousaf, and Zaremba (2021) examine comovements between GME and other

heavily shorted stocks during the squeeze. The authors use a wavelet methodology from

Torrence and Compo (1998). As well, the authors examine spillover effects by industry:

Consumer, Energy, Financials, Healthcare, Industrials, REITs, and Technology. The authors

collected data for GME as well as the constituent components of the High Short Interest

indices calculated by Barclays. The authors find that GME transmitted returns to other

high-short interest stocks during the squeeze. Specifically, the consumer and technology
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sectors appear to have been the biggest net recipients of returns in the squeeze.

Alparslan and Kim (2021) investigate the viability of Long Short-Term Memory based

trading strategies in the presence of extreme volatility, as exhibited during the GME Squeeze.

The authors compare the profitability of the strategies on two securities,the GME and the

S&P 500. The authors investigate two strategies for each and compare them to a buy-and-

hold strategy. In the first strategy, a look-back period of 60 days is used to predict the price

at date t+1. In the second, the authors trade on prediction of consolidation breakouts, again

using a look-back period of sixty days. For the S&P 500, the baseline buy-and-hold strategy

performs best, while for GME, strategy 1 performs the best. These findings suggest that

profitable trading strategies may exist under circumstances of extreme volatility.

The findings in the literature with regards to secondary effects of the squeeze can be

summarized as follows: GME and other highly shorted stocks experienced highly correlated

returns for a short period, with GME transmitting returns to other stocks. At the same

time, GME appears to be a net receiver of volatility from other high-short interest stocks.

Finally, GME price experienced a degree of predictability during a period of high volatility.

These findings suggest the existence of market inefficiency and profitable trading strategies.

The literature on the squeeze suffers from a number of shortcomings. First, much of it

has employed wavelet-coherence methods which lack a clear economic interpretation. Second,

the literature has not yet adequately accounted for the fact that relationships may change

through time. Third, where spillover effects are identified, the authors fail to account for

simultaneous targeting of secondary stocks. The present study contributes to the literature

in that it uses methods which generate results with clearer economic interpretations, provide

theoretical explanations for the subject of inquiry, and is able to incorporate data from a

greater variety of web traffic sources simultaneously.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND HANDLING

General

The final collection of datasets for this project was comprised of

• 13, 024, 284 WSB comments posted between 12:00 AM on December 1, 2020, and 12:00
AM March 1, 2021

• 858, 896 WSB submissions posted between 12:00 AM on January 1, 2020, and 12:00
AM March 1, 2021

• Daily time series of Google Search intensity of the phrase “GME”

• Minute-frequency time series of Twitter post frequency of tweets containing “#GME”
and

• Open, Low, High, Close, and Volume data for 2500 stocks on the Russell 3000 at the
one-minute level from 9:30 to 4:00 EST from Dec 1,2020, to March 1, 2021

• Data regarding the Estimated Short Interest and Percentage of Free Float Shorted for
2800 stocks in the Russell 3000

Reddit and stock data were ultimately stored in an SQL database. All other data were

ultimately stored as .RData files.

Web Traffic Data

Reddit Data

Comment and post-level data from the subreddit r/wallstreetbets was pulled from

different sources in multiple rounds. The first round was from the Pushshift API, a private

database maintained by Jason Baumgartner which aims to catalogue every post and comment

on reddit (Baugartner, 2020) . This round utilized the python package PMAW, a package

which enables multithreading of API requests to the PushShift database. This round yielded

the majority of comments and submissions. Submission fields included, at the least,

• A numerical UTC code indicating when the comment was published
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• A unique identifying code

• A variable indicating how many comments had been posted to that submission at the
time of retrieval from PushShift

Comment fields included, at the very least,

• A numerical UTC code indicating when the comment was posted

• A unique identifying code

• The comment’s parent’s unique identifying code

• A unique URL for that comment

However, the PushShift database had gone offline at various points relevant to the squeeze

and failed to record comments. Submissions were recorded as usual during this time. In the

second round, we fill in as many gaps in the record of comments and submissions via the

following steps:

1. Using the “parent submission” field from the comments database, identify a list of all

submissions we do not already have in the submissions dataset

2. Use the Python Reddit API Wrapper (PRAW) to obtain at least the metrics listed

above for these submissions. We now have a submission record for every comment in

the comments dataset

3. Use the “parent submission” field from the comments dataset to match comments with

their parent submission and compare the number of known comments with the number

of comments listed in the parent submission’s record

4. Filter out any submission for which we have greater than 99% of all comments

5. Use PRAW to obtain all comments for each remaining submission

Unfortunately, due to technical limitations we do not understand, we were only able to pull

comments for all but two submissions for which we lacked comments. These were the two
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most-commented submissions which lacked comments, and related directly to the squeeze

event. Consequently, there is a small degree of non-random measurement error in the data.

Data fidelity for Reddit data is high, but imperfect. From the submission records,

we identified 1409264 unique submissions for which we had an entry. From the comment

records “parent post id” field, we identified 1415180 unique submissions, indicating that

we were missing 5916 submissions. We divided the number of submissions for which we

possessed records (1409264) by the total number of unique submission ids (1415180, found

in either the submission records or the comment records) to determine that we possessed

entries for 99.58% of submissions for which we possessed unique submission ids. Using a

similar cross-referencing process, we determined that we possessed 96.78% of comments for

which we had evidence. If there do not exist a large number of items for which we had neither

a submission entry or a comment entry, these percentages may be reasonably interpreted as

accuracy measures. Summary statistics for the final Reddit dataset are presented in Table

4.1.

Table 4.1: Summary Stats, Reddit Dataset

Reddit Dataset

Count Deleted
by Mod
or Reddit

Deleted
by User

Body
Text
Intact

Edited Start of
Data

End of
Data

12:00 AM 12:00 AM
Subs 864,726 63.79% 30.61% 5.55% NA EST EST

12/1/2020 12/1/2020

12:00 AM 12:00 AM
Coms 14,059,681 21.18% 6.95% 68.87% 1.66% EST EST

12/1/2020 12/1/2020
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Twitter Data

After applying for and receiving academic access to the Twitter API, we used the Tweet

Count function to obtain time series of count per minute of tweets containing the phrases

“#GME” and “$GME” from Dec 1, 2020, to March 1, 2021.

Google Trends Data

Google Trends data was obtained via the R package gtrendsR and was available at a

daily frequency. Google Trends data measures search intensity relative to a baseline that is

selected when the data is queried. While this does not tell us the raw number of searches

performed on a given day, it does allow us to compute an accurate metric of percentage

change in Google searches on a given day from the previous day. Consequently, all Google

search data used in regressions is in terms of percentage change. Data regarding the phrase

“GME” was queried for the period of Dec 1, 2020, to March 1, 2021, inclusive.

Stock Data

Stock data was obtained from financial data provider Barchart via the Barchart Excel

plugin. The initial pull from the Barchart database contained over 2800 individual stocks’

data from a window of Dec 1, 2020, to March 1, 2021, exclusive. All Barchart data included,

at the very least, Close, Open, and Volume variables for each stock. Data was pulled at

a 1-minute frequency and aggregated to 5-minute, 10-minute, 60-minute, and daily levels.

Returns were calculated according to the formula

Rt =
Close

Open
− 1 (4.1)

We limit our analysis to normal trading hours, 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM, EST. Time periods

within those hours for which trading is not observed are assigned Return and Volume values
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of 0. In lower-frequency regressions, the natural logarithm transformation is used. When

there are zeroes in the data, the inverse hyperbolic sine transform is used.

Free Float Data

Data on daily Estimated Short Interest and Estimated Percentage of Free Float Shorted

were obtained from Ortex.com for 2800 of the larger stocks in the Russell 3000. This data

was then used to calculate Estimated Free Float according to the formula

FF =
EstimatedShortInterest

PercentageofFreeF loatShorted
(4.2)

This value was then interpolated to higher frequencies and used to calculate the log of the

relative volume (
Vi,t

FF
) for each stock. For higher frequencies, where the data contained zeroes,

the inverse hyperbolic sine transform was used. We then calculated a market volume index

according to the following procedures:

1. Identify stocks for which we possessed both free float and pricing data for the relevant
period

2. Of these stocks, identify the stocks for which we observe trading for all 23225 trading
minutes in the period of December 1, 2020, to March 1, 2021.

3. Using the interpolated free float data, calculate percentage of free float being traded
in a time period according to

Relative Volume = vol
FF

4. For each time period, average the relative volume of each stock

5. Either log the above average (for 1-minute frequency) or aggregate the average to lower
frequencies and then log it

Step 2 left us with a pool of 1427 stocks, which are likely to be more thickly traded and

have higher market capitalization than average due to their inclusion in the Russell 3000 and

the fact that more thickly-traded, higher-cap companies are more likely to see trading in all
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minutes on which we selected. Consequently, this index is very likely to be representative of

the overall market.

Miscellanea

Data on the risk-free rate (as proxied by the return on 3-month treasury bills) was

obtained from the Federal Reserve Economic Data website maintained by the St. Louis

Federal Reserve1. Data on the holdings disclosed in Melvin Capital’s SEC Form 13F was

obtained from the SEC via 13f.info, a website designed to increase ease of access to 13F

filings2. Data on holdings of ETFs GAMR and XRT were obtained from Zacks.com, a

financial news and data website3.

1https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/DTB3
2https://13f.info/manager/0001628110-melvin-capital-management-lp
3https://www.zacks.com/funds/etf/GAMR/holding, https://www.zacks.com/funds/etf/XRT/holding
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METHODS

Part 1: Relationship Between GME Performance and Social Media Traffic

In Part 1, we address the questions of whether social media traffic from WSB and

GME-related traffic from other sites contains useful information about future GME returns

and volume. This question can be broken down into two subquestions.

1. Is web traffic useful in predicting abnormal returns and volume of GME at time t+1?

2. Which source of social media has the most predictive power for GME returns/volume?

A first-glance method of examining these questions would be a series of simple Granger

causality tests and typical t-tests for significance of individual variables. There are a number

of reasons why this method is not suitable in this case. First, we expect the relationship

between independent and dependent variables to change over time. For example, we expect

that the covariance of social media traffic with the returns of targeted stocks will be greater

during the squeeze period. Similarly, when trading in certain stocks was halted, there was a

great deal of traffic concerning targeted stocks and a decrease in price. This would cause a

spurious negative correlation if not accounted for. Consequently, we expect that there will

be fixed effects for specific dates and hour of the day on those dates. This may arise if orders

which have built up during non-trading hours are all executed at or near the beginning of

the trading day. This would also arise due to asynchronicity of peak trading hours between

countries. Finally, it is widely believed that the market displays higher liquidity in the

morning, and we would expect that user participation in online boards would follow similar

intraday patterns due to work schedules and regular consumption habits.

In order to remedy the above problems, we employ a series of Time-Varying-Parameter

models and modified Granger causality tests. Details on the package and specific estimation

methods used are included in the appendix. When examining return as the dependent
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variable, we demean return on a daily or hourly basis instead of using fixed effects due to the

relatively light computational burden. Demeaning the dependent variable takes out the effect

attributable to a specific day of the week, hour of the day, or specific hour within a day for

more granular regressions. This controls for the aforementioned problems of market-opening

fixed effects, day of the week fixed effects, and halted trading.

We examine the data at three frequencies: daily, hourly, and ten-minute. We believe

that the use of higher frequencies than daily is justified on the grounds that many of the

relationships we are trying to capture may be evident in an intraday setting. Individuals may

use social media to engage with squeeze-related topics and then interact with a stock in the

market within that same day. As well, it may be the case that large intraday swings in GME

price result in excess variance in secondary stocks almost immediately due to high-frequency

trading.

When examining return (or demeaned return) as a dependent variable, control variables

are suggested by the long-standing literature regarding tests for abnormal returns (Mackinlay,

1997) . In attempting to create a specification of “normal” performance for the securities

in question, we control for their covariance with the market via use of SPY, a popular ETF

which tracks the S&P 500. For daily regressions, we construct a CAPM-style control variable

using the return on the SPY and the risk-free rate.

The independent variables of interest, the web traffic variables, are selected based on

their relevance to the problem at hand and the fidelity of the data relating to them. While

comment and post-level data from Reddit are available, many comments and submissions

were deleted before they were obtained from Pushshift and the text of these comments is

unavailable. However, we do have a record of when these comments and submissions were

posted, so we can recover a proxy for GME-related activity on WSB simply by counting

comments and submissions per time period on WSB.

Regarding Twitter data, there are much clearer candidates for measuring GME-related
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activity on Twitter than on WSB: hashtags and cashtags are primary methods used by

Twitter users to express engagement with a topic. Consequently, we examine number of

hashtags and cashtags per unit of time in this study.

When examining the relationship between volume and social media traffic, the literature

on abnormal volume detection suggests using the log of volume at time t deflated by shares

outstanding. As well, the literature suggest using a market volume index, the log of the

average volume deflated by shares outstanding for the rest of the stocks in the market as a

control (Karafiath, 2009) . We utilize a similar calculated according to the methods described

in the Data section.

Regressions

In establishing 1) whether web traffic is useful in predicting abnormal returns and

volume, and 2) what web traffic metric has the most predictive power with regards to returns

and volume, we employ a TVP linear regression from the R package shrinkTVP. We use these

same regressions to evaluate the predictive power of individual variables via “leave-one-out”

Bayes Factor tests described in the appendix. As well, we calculate correlation matrices for

variables of interest and perform joint hypothesis tests of variables, grouping variables by

their correlation with each other in order to avoid problems associated with colinearity.

Again, we use demeaned returns and the log or inverse hyperbolic sine of relative volume

as dependent variables. Dependent variables are demeaned as well, in order to avoid bias. For

example, the 10-minute regression of demeaned returns on controls and web traffic variables

is given by Eq. 5.1.
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Rd,h,t −Rd,h =
P∑

p=1

β1,t−pRt−p −Rd,h +
P∑

p=1

β2,t−pCt−p − Cd,h +
P∑

p=1

β3,t−pSt−p − Sd,h

+
P∑

p=1

β4,t−pHt−p −Hd,h +
P∑

p=1

β5,t−pGt−p −Gd,h

+
P∑

p=1

β6,t−pSPYt−p − SPYd,h + ut

(5.1)

Where Rd,h,t is the return on GME on day d, hour h, and time interval t. C indicates

number of comments, S indicates number of submissions, H indicates number of hashtags,

and G indicates the number of cashtags. SPY indicates the return on the SPY ETF.

Overbars indicate means. No constant term is included as the dependent variable should

be a zero-mean process. We perform similar regressions for volume, instead using the log

relative volume as the dependent variable, which we do not demean. These regressions are

performed at three frequencies (daily, hourly, and ten-minute) and stochastic volatility is

included for return regressions when feasible , which is only for daily regressions. This leaves

us with ten total regressions for Part 1. For general purposes, we report results using raw

returns and log volume for the models in our main specifications in the appendix.

We also report a number of auxiliary regressions in addition to those listed above. In

order to account for colinearity concerns, in the case of daily returns we evaluate likelihoods

of all possible combinations of web variables, with controls held constant, with and without

stochastic volatility. These results are reported in Tables B.17 and B.18. At 60 and 10-

minute frequencies, we jointly evaluate any web traffic variables with correlation coefficients

greater than or equal to .9. Correlation matrices are reported in Tables B.14 and B.15.

Results are reported in Tables B.19 and B.20. These regressions are run using raw, not

demeaned, returns.

In the interest of capturing more dynamic interactions between social media and finan-
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cial behavior, we also examine specifications for the 60-minute and 10-minute frequencies in

which we regress raw returns on controls and a transformation of a moving average of a web

traffic variable, averaging t − 5 to t − 1 at both frequencies. These results are reported in

Section B in the appendix.

Part 2: Detection of Spillover Effects From Targeted Stocks to Untargeted Stocks

Part 2 deals with the question of whether stocks not known a priori to be targeted

experienced spillover effects form GME. In selecting our sample of stocks to examine, we

take advantage of strong priors regarding the nature of potential spillover effects. Per the

theoretical backing provided in section 2, we expect that spillover effects are most likely to

occur to

• Stocks which display a high correlation with GME
• Stocks which are held by funds which experience turmoil related to the squeeze event

This narrows the sample of potential secondary stocks down considerably. We further take

advantage of the fact that distressed funds are well-identified. The official report released by

the SEC identifies the GAMR and XRT ETFs (funds which track video game technology and

US retail companies, respectively) as experiencing high degrees of turmoil due to the squeeze.

Both of these funds saw GME expand to large proportions of their holdings, elevated bid-ask

spreads in trading of their stocks, and elevated premiums to Net Asset Value. XRT saw near-

record redemption of its stock, totaling ∼ 506 million dollars. Stocks in these funds satisfy

both conditions above. Volatility spillovers should not be attributable to fund rebalancing

as both funds rebalance at quarterly intervals. Stocks in each fund are listed in section A in

the appendix.

Similarly guided by theory, we would expect that assets held by funds which are

distressed due to the squeeze are likely to experience spillover effects. We identify a second

group of stocks to investigate as those held by hedge fund Melvin Capital, the most highly-
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visible of the funds distressed by the squeeze. We identify these stocks through Melvin

Capital’s Q42020 Form 13F 1 These assets satisfy the second condition and are listed in

subsection A in the appendix.

After identifying assets held by XRT, GAMR, and Melvin for which we have data, we

separate them into two subgroups, one with stocks held by the ETFs and one with stocks

held by Melvin. These two groups should not be combined, as Melvin liquidated their GME

position by EOD January 26th. After creating the subgroups, we sort them into deciles

ordered by correlation with GME, estimated on the month of Dec 2020 (before the squeeze

period) at a 1-minute frequency during trading hours. Once they are identified, we aggregate

the data to 10-minute, 60-minute, and daily levels (using the entire 3-month sample) before

averaging returns at time t within each decile. The central estimation problem of this section

is as follows: we believe that the return mean process for a decile is given by Eq. 5.2

Rd,t = β0 + β1SPYt +
P∑

p=1

β2Rd,t−p + ed,t (5.2)

and that the return variance process is given by Eq. 5.3

e2d,t = β3 + β4,tGMEt. (5.3)

where β4 varies with time and represents the relationship between GME returns and the

variance of returns for the decile d at time t. We expect that β4 varies with time due to the

wild variation in GME price we see at the time of the squeeze. After aggregating the data,

we proceed in a two-stage manner. In the first, we identify abnormal returns by removing

all variation in Rd,t attributable to normal comovement with the market. In order to do

this, we run an OLS event study where the dependent variable is Rd,t and the independent

113F Forms are filed by institutional managers of funds with > $100, 000, 000 in holdings and are publicly
available through the SEC. 13F Forms are filed by institutional managers of funds with > $100, 000, 000 in
holdings.
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variable is the return of the SPY at time t, both lagged and contemporaneous. The generic

form of a first stage regression is given by Eq. 5.4

Rd,t = β0 +
P∑

p=0

β1SPYt−p +
P∑

p=1

β2Rd,t−p + ud,t (5.4)

Where d indicates decile, β1 and β2 are vectors of coefficients, t indicates time, and p is

a lag length. The estimation period for first stage regressions is Dec 1,2020, to Jan 15,

2021. In selecting an estimation window, there is a trade-off between precision of estimated

coefficients and accuracy of estimated coefficients. Longer estimation windows allow for

tighter standard errors and, ceteris paribus, easier identification of spillover effects. At the

same time, the closer that the end of the estimation window gets to the squeeze period

(which is centered around January 28th, 2021), the more likely it is that abnormal returns

are measured as normal and the accuracy of the coefficients is reduced. We believe that the

chosen estimation window represents an optimum given the available data. We then impose

the coefficients generated in the estimation window on the rest of the period, extract the

residuals from these regressions, and square them. Lag lengths are 1 for daily and hourly

first-stage regressions, and three for 10-minute first stage regressions.

In the second stage, we regress the squared residuals on contemporaneous and lagged

GME return in TVP regressions and test for causation-in-variance using the Bayes Factor

Test outlined in the appendix. The generic form of a second stage regression is given by Eq.

5.5

u2
d,t = β0,t +

P∑
p=0

β1,t−pGMEt−p + ed,t (5.5)

where ud,t is the residual from the first stage regression, and GMEt indicates the return on

GME at time t. We report mean values of priors on β4,t=0, 95% Highest Posterior Density

regions of these values, as well as plots of the parameters over time.
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We evaluate each subgroup (all deciles aggregated together), each of the individual

deciles, three frequencies (daily, hourly, and 10-minute), and two stages, for a total of 66

regressions. We then test the hypothesis of “no causation in variance” via examination of

HPD regions for priors on β4,t=0 and plots of coefficients and credible intervals across time.
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RESULTS

A Note on Interpreting Results

Bayes Factors are calculated over the entire sample period, which is from December 1

to February 5, 2021. Consequently, there may be instances of disagreement in significance

between the plots of parameters over time and the significance as reported by the Bayes

Factors. Bayes Factors should be considered as evaluating the predictive power of variables

over the entire sample period, not the instantaneous significance. If at time t we find that a

parameter is reported as instantaneously significant, we identify it as significant regardless

of the Bayes Factor. As a corollary to this, if a factor is identified as significant via Bayes

Factor, we may be very confident that it yields predictive power.

Coefficients reported in tables in the appendix are the posterior on the starting value of

βj, t = 0. These are the time-invariant parameters as shown in the reparameterized Equation

A in Section A of the appendix. I suggest that these can be interpreted as the “normal time”

relationships between the dependent and independent variables, when neither the stocks in

question nor the web traffic are experiencing abnormal activity.

Part 1

This section includes results from Bayes Factor tests and plots of parameter values

over time. Tables regarding time-invariant parameter values may be found in the appendix.

We do not report any other parameter values than those on the coefficients, model error

variance, and the global shrinkage parameters, for brevity. All results in tables have been

rounded to three decimal places. Coefficients in Part 1 are bounded at 0 (except %Change

Google Search), so their interpretation is straightforward and does not require calculation of

net effects.
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Overall, a number of results stood out. First, very few web traffic variables were

significant over the entire sample period, when their predictive power was evaluated via

leave-one-out Bayes Factor tests. Second, web traffic variables that were significant over

the entire period were most often negative. Third, the only web traffic parameters that

were unambiguously positive during the squeeze were %Change Google Search and Lagged

Cashtags. Lagged comments and hashtags seemed to have a negative effect on returns at

time t. Overall, these findings are consistent with two hypotheses regarding the squeeze

which are not mutually exclusive. The first is that individuals participating in the squeeze

movement did not discuss the squeeze online before purchasing GME, but did so afterward.

The increase in demand from the purchase (supposing the purchaser or many purchasers have

enough market power to effect a change in price) results in a positive return. The purchaser

then increases their discussion of GME, and the return is then negative as the price falls to

its pre-purchase level. Individuals (or groups of individuals) might behave in this manner

for two ways. First, individuals interested in purchasing GME may not want others to drive

up the price until they buy in. Second, individuals have greater reason to urge others to

buy after they have already bought in. The second hypothesis is simply that GME returns

generate discussion as opposed to the other way around. This hypothesis seems, a priori,

much more realistic, but is beyond the scope of this paper.

Differences between marginal effects of different postings or traffic may be explained by

differences in who is likely to use that medium. For example, posts on twitter using a Cashtag

may be more likely to originate from users with higher degrees of financial knowledge and

sophistication. As well, Google Search is likely a better metric of overall interest in GME than

any other metric, as it is likely to be used by individuals from all backgrounds (e.g., Redditor

or non-Redditor, Twitter-user or non-Twitter-user, financial sophisticate or novice).
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Returns

For daily returns, we examined two model specifications, one with stochastic volatility

and one without. Variables of interest in the specification without stochastic volatility did

not display any significance except for the lagged hashtag count variable. Bayes Factors are

listed in Table 6.1 and priors on parameter values are listed in Table B.2.

However, with stochastic volatility, all variables displayed significance except the lagged

comments variable. Bayes Factors for all frequencies are listed in Table 6.1 and priors

parameters are listed in Table B.1. All regressions run with stochastic volatility displayed

higher Log Likelihood (LL) scores than their homoskedastic counterparts. No variables were

found to have significant priors, as shown in the Highest Posterior Density Regions in tables

B.2 and B.1.

Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 depict the coefficients over the sample period. Overall, while there

is some variation around the time of the squeeze, there seems to be no clear relationship

evident at a daily level between the dependent and independent variables, despite their

evident significance in Bayes Factor tests. Dark blue regions depict 50% credible regions,

while light blue bands depict 90% credible regions.
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Figure 6.1: Time-Varying Parameters, Daily Regression of Return, No Stochastic Volatility
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Figure 6.2: Time-Varying Parameters, Daily Regression of Return, With Stochastic Volatility
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At the hourly frequency, we regress demeaned return on demeaned controls and web

traffic variables and find no significance in any variables except for lagged comments (see

6.1). As well, we find no time-variation in any parameters except for the lagged dependent

variable, which indicated significant negative autocorrelation of returns, with a trough around

the time of the squeeze. Computational limits prevented us from employing a specification

with stochastic volatility. Priors on parameter values were uniformly zero, as measured by

their Highest Posterior Density Regions in Table B.3. This indicates a lack of a strong

relationship between variables, even during “normal” periods.

Figure 6.3: Time-Varying Parameters, Hourly Regression of Demeaned Return
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At the 10-minute frequency, instead of evaluating only one variable at a time, we jointly

evaluate web traffic variables at lags 1-3 due to the relatively light computational burden.

Priors on parameter values were uniformly zero. Bayes Factors are reported in Table 6.1.

There are multiple findings of note. We find very strong evidence for significance of

lagged comments, as well as very strong evidence for autocorrelation of demeaned returns.

Further, we find that the relationship between lagged and contemporaneous dependent

variables fluctuated wildly in the time immediately surrounding the squeeze, and continues

to fluctuate wildly. This fluctuation decreases substantially at a lag length of 3. See Figs.

6.4 and 6.5.

No other variables displayed any temporary significance, but we do see large changes

in the credible regions of parameter values, with most seeming to be more skewed toward

negative values at the time of the squeeze. We do not attempt to interpret differences

parameter signs when considering models with more than one lag due to the difficulty

associated with signing the summation of coefficients on lagged parameters. Initial values of

parameters are reported in B.4.
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Figure 6.4: Time-Varying Parameters, 10-Minute Regression of Demeaned Return
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Figure 6.5: Time-Varying Parameters, 10-Minute Regression of Demeaned Return (Cont)
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Table 6.1: Part 1: Return Results

Bayes Factors, Main Return Specification

Dependent Variable

Independent Variable Daily
Returns

Daily
Returns

Demeaned 60-Min
Returns

Demeaned 10-
Min Returns

% Change Google Search 1.41E+08*** 45.17**
Cashtags, Lag 1 280*** 0.0325 9.27E-06
Hashtags, Lag 1 2.80E+10*** 24.89** 0.013
Submissions, Lag 1 7.57 1.76 2.138E-19
Comments, Lag 1 1.33E+06*** 0.093 18.262*
Lagged DV 1.24E+07*** 2.81 1.591E-18
SPY 0.022 1.125E-60
CAPM 2.94E+05*** 0.417
Cashtags, Lags 1-3 7.24E-08
Hashtags, Lag 1-3 5.81E-22
Submissions, Lag 1-3 2.91E-08
Comments, Lag 1-3 4.67E+43***
Lagged DV 1-3 1.39E+167***
Stochastic Volatility YES NO NO NO

*** BF>150, ** BF>20, * BF>12

Notes: “Lagged DV” indicates a dependent variable of lag 1. Transformations applied to variables differ depending on the frequency of
the data. Daily frequencies used a logarithmic transformation. Hourly and 10-minute frequencies use the inverse hyperbolic sine (Arsin)
transformation.
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Volume

When examining log relative volume at the daily frequency, we find no parameters to

be significant, either through Bayes Factor tests or via time plots of parameters, although

we do see a small amount of time variation in medians. As the squeeze gets closer, we see

a lesser relationship with the market index. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the

returns and volumes seen in the squeeze represented a disconnect from market fundamentals.

Of the web traffic variables, the only one that was unambiguously positive was %Change

Google Search. See Tables 6.2 for Bayes Factors, B.5 for priors, and Figure 6.6 .

Figure 6.6: Time-Varying Parameters, Daily Regression of Log(Relative Volume)
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When examining log relative volume at a 60-minute frequency, we find strong evidence

for a positive relationship with the market index, as evidenced by the HPD region in Table B.6

and Figure 6.7. Surprisingly, it is not significant in terms of Bayes Factor testing. No other

variables report significant priors. However, every web traffic variable except lagged cashtags

displays Strong significance. Contrary to our expectations, the coefficient on Submissions

was negative in the entire period, while the relationship between lagged cashtags peaked

long before the squeeze began and remained fairly constant but non-zero while it occurred.

The relationship between the dependent and lagged dependent variable remained constant.

Figure 6.7: Time-Varying Parameters, Hourly Regression of Log Relative Volume
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Figure 6.8: Time-Varying Parameters, 10-Min Regression of Log Relative Volume

At the 10-minute frequency, we find that only Comments and Hashtags are predictive

of abnormal volume. We see a constant relationship with the market index and a wildly

fluctuating lag structure. Surprisingly, of the non-zero parameters, all but two were found

to be negative throughout the duration of the squeeze, with cashtags at lag 1 and 2 the only

positive ones. We see no significant initial values of parameters.
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Figure 6.9: Time-Varying Parameters, 10-Min Regression of Log Relative Volume, Cont.
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Table 6.2: Part 1: Volume Results

Bayes Factors, Main Volume Specification

Dependent Variable

Independent Variable Daily Log
Relative
Volume

60-Min Log
Relative
Volume

10-Min Log Rel-
ative Volume

% Change Google Search 1.06E+00
Cashtags, Lag 1 1.346 1.84E+00
Hashtags, Lag 1 1.02E+00 45.003**
Submissions, Lag 1 1.529 678.876***
Comments, Lag 1 5.23E-01 289.088***
Lagged DV 8.11E-01 75.351**
Market Volume Index 0.0457 1.43E-05 2.70E-11
Cashtags, Lags 1-3 1.003
Hashtags, Lag 1-3 22.555**
Submissions, Lag 1-3 5.913
Comments, Lag 1-3 222.196***
Lagged DV 1-3 5.00E-03
T
Total MCMC Reps
Burn-in
Thinning Factor
Stochastic Volatility NO NO NO

*** BF>150, ** BF>20, * BF>12

Notes: “Lagged DV” indicates a dependent variable of lag 1. Transformations applied to variables differ
depending on the frequency of the data. Daily frequencies used a logarithmic transformation. Hourly and
10-minute frequencies use the inverse hyperbolic sine (Arsin) transformation.

Alternative Specifications

Alternative specifications with dependent variables of raw returns and log volume were

also investigated. Bayes Factors of these models are listed in table B.8. At the 60-minute

level, there were no significant web traffic variables. At the 10-minute level, the only

significant variable was lagged comments (again evaluated as a joint hypothesis test of lags
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1-3).

With log volume as a dependent variable, no web traffic variables were significant at

the daily level or the 10-minute level. At the 60-minute level, the only significant variable

was lagged comments. Time-invariant parameters are reported in B.10, B.9, B.11, B.12, and

B.13.

We also examine every possible combination of web traffic variables for return at a daily

frequency, with and without stochastic volatility. Bayes Factors are reported in B.17 and

B.18. We find that universally, the models with stochastic volatility had higher log likelihoods

than models without. As well, consistent with the leave-one-out hypothesis tests in the main

specification, variables in the stochastic volatility specifications reported higher significance

levels. With stochastic volatility, all but two variable combinations are significant. Without,

only 16/30 variable combinations were significant.

Results regarding joint hypothesis tests were not as stark. As mentioned before, variable

pairs with correlation coefficients above .9 were examined. We found that at the 60-minute

frequency, only one combination of variables (hashtags and cashtags) out of four1 was

significant. At the 10-minute frequency, neither of the two2 variable combinations were

significant.

Finally, in order to capture more dynamic relationships, we individually tested moving

averages of web traffic over 5 previous periods, with 60 and 10 minute returns as the

dependent variable. These results are reported in B.19 and B.20. All Bayes Factors were

positive in these evaluations, with all moving averages significant at the 10-minute level and

submissions and hashtags significant at the 60-minute level.

1The combinations tested were hashtags/cashtags, submissions/comments, submissions/hashtags, and
submissions/cashtags.

2Tested combinations were submissions/comments and hashtags/cashtags.
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Part 2

In Part 2, we examine whether GME price action Granger-caused variance in other

stocks. We identify two subgroups of stocks to examine. The first is stocks which should

have a high correlation with GME, as evidenced by their inclusion in ETFs with GME. The

second is stocks held by distressed fund Melvin Capital, as obtained from their Q4 2020 13F

form. We also exploit the fact that Melvin Capital claims to have liquidated their GME

position by the end of January 27th. This break in the institutional arrangement allows

us to compare before and after periods to identify if pre-break relationships are genuine. If

predatory trading does indeed cause excess volatility in stocks held by the targeted fund, this

relationship should disappear shortly after January 26th3. We report the priors on parameter

values, graphs of parameter values over time, as well as graphs of cumulative fitted values

with estimated net effects4.

We find evidence for wildly changing relationships between GME (contemporaneous and

lagged) and squared residuals, especially during and surrounding the squeeze period. As well,

we examine the net increase in variance attributable to GME price action by reconstructing

the fitted values to determine economic significance.

We find evidence for small-but-significant increases in variance within the ETF

subgroup. As well, we find evidence of increased volatility in Melvin holdings at the time

of the squeeze, and that this relationship essentially disappears after Melvin liquidates their

short position in GME. There seems to be no relationship between the degree of a group’s

correlation with GME and the increase in variance attributable to GME.

3This relies on the assumption that any portfolio reshuffling will be finished soon after their GME position
is liquidated

4Net effects are calculated as
∑P

p=0 βt−pXt−p where X is a variable of interest.
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ETFs and Melvin

We first examine the ETF and Melvin subgroups side-by-side, with all decile levels

aggregated into one group. Even before Melvin liquidated their position, it seems that the

effect of GME returns on volatility in the ETF subgroup was greater. Across all frequencies,

the ETF subgroup displayed a higher net effect of GME price action on its variance than

the Melvin subgroup. As well, contemporaneous GME returns always had a larger effect on

the ETF subgroup than the Melvin subgroup. These things may be true for a few reasons.

First, it may simply be the case that some assets reported by Melvin at the end of 2020

were no longer held by the time of the squeeze. Second, it may be the case that most of the

assets held did not share any sort of significant correlation with GME, meaning that they

were not useful as hedges and would thus not likely be bought or sold in response to GME

price movements. Third, it may be the case that hedging activity was conducted entirely

through options trading. Time-invariant parameters are listed in tables C.1, C.2, C.3, C.4,

C.5, and C.6. We find evidence consistent with the hypotheses that anomalous GME price

action caused excess variance in the examined groups of secondary stocks.

Daily Frequency

At the daily frequency, we see very little parameter movement across time, except for

a significant change in the parameter on lagged GME returns in the case of ETFs, and a

slight change in the lag structure at the time of the squeeze. The Melvin subgroup did not

display any parameter movement.
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Figure 6.10: Cumulative Fitted Values, ETF and Melvin, Daily

Figure 6.11: Time-Varying Parameters, ETF and Melvin, Daily
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Hourly Frequency

At the hourly frequency, we see large increases in the net effect of GME on squared

residuals in both subgroups, with the ETF subgroup seeing a larger increase in net effect. In

the ETF subgroup, we see a large spike in the value of the parameter on contemporaneous

GME returns, after which the relationship maintains a tighter band around zero than it did

previously. We see no significance for lagged GME returns. Net effect of GME on returns

peaks at 9:00 AM on January 28th for the ETF subgroup. The value of the parameter on

GME return also peaks at this time. We also see a notable increase in size of the credible

interval of average volatility (stretched positively) in the ETF subgroup at the time of the

squeeze, as well as a wild fluctuation in the parameter on contemporaneous GME returns.

In the Melvin subgroup, we see no significance of contemporaneous GME returns, but

we do see a spike in the value of the parameter on lagged GME returns at 11:00 AM on

January 27th. Similarly, net effect of GME peaked at 10:00 AM on the same day. After this

time, both parameter values and net effects go to zero

We see an increase in size of the credible interval on average variance (also stretched

positively) in the Melvin Subgroup, but this occurs much after the squeeze and is centered

on February 23rd, 11:00 AM EST. It is not clear why this would occur. Aside from the sharp

change in the parameter on February 23rd, after liquidation the relationship is essentially

zero and fluctuates to a smaller degree than before the liquidation. This and other observed

effects are consistent with the hypothesis that predatory trading causes volatility in stocks

held by the targeted fund.
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Figure 6.12: Cumulative Fitted Values, ETF and Melvin, Hourly

Figure 6.13: Time-Varying Parameters, ETF and Melvin, Hourly
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10-Min Frequency

At the ten minute level, we see positive net effects in both subgroups at the height

of the squeeze, although we see a much larger estimated increase in net effect in the ETF

subgroup than we do in the Melvin subgroup. The ETF subgroup sees a large increase

in median intercept, centered on January 28th, 10:40 AM. The Melvin subgroup sees a

positively-skewed increase in credible intervals at that same time.

Prior to the liquidation, the Melvin subgroup sees a loosely oscillating relationship

between contemporaneous GME returns and squared residuals. During the squeeze, this

relationship increases in frequency and hits two local extrema. Net effect of GME peaked

at 9:30 AM on January 27th, the opening of the market. Locally, the parameter on GME

returns is maximized at 1:40 PM on January 26th and is minimized at 9:40 AM on January

27th.

After the squeeze, we see that the median parameter on GME returns fluctuates closely

around zero, with credible intervals generally tighter than in the pre-squeeze period. This

is consistent with the hypothesis that abnormal GME returns cause volatility in stocks held

by targeted funds.

Figure 6.14: Cumulative Fitted Values, ETF and Melvin, 10-Minute Frequency
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Figure 6.15: Time-Varying Parameters, ETF and Melvin, 10-Minute Frequency
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Dividing the sample further into deciles seemed to yield no further information. There

seemed to be no relationship between a decile’s correlation with GME and the estimated net

effects or parameter values. Due the high number of plots and tables involved in the decile

regressions, these results go unreported.

In order to identify the economic significance of volatility generated directly from GME

price action, we examine the annualized net volatility calculated from the estimated net

effect of GME price action on the squared residual. This figure is calculated by averaging

the signed standard deviation at time t5, within each day, and then scaling the daily average

up to annual levels. Annualized net effects on volatility are reported in Figs. 6.16 and 6.17 at

all three frequencies. In the ETF subgroup, at each frequency, we see large spikes in volatility

at or around the time of the squeeze, with peaks both at that time or on February 23rd6

at every frequency. The lowest of the peaks around the time of the squeeze was just below

40%. In the Melvin subgroup, at the 10-minute and hourly levels, we see similar results,

without the large spike on February 23rd, consistent with the claim that Melvin liquidated

their short position on January 26th. The daily frequency does display a spike on January

23rd, but the magnitude of this spike amounts to an annualized volatility of .2%.

5This is calculated by first calculating the net effect of GME price action on the squared residual at time
t, extracting the sign of the net effect, taking the square root of the net effect, and then reapplying the sign
of the net effect to the square root.

6GME experienced another surge in volatility on this date.
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Figure 6.16: Annualized Volatility From GME Price Action, ETF Subgroup

Figure 6.17: Annualized Volatility From GME Price Action, Melvin Subgroup
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Surprisingly, we also see large negative net effects of GME price action on volatility in

the Melvin subgroup. These can be mostly accounted for by two observations. First, they

are very small in magnitude relative to increases in volatility in both GME itself and the

ETF subgroup (compare ETF Volatility and GME Volatility in Fig 6.19). Second, most of

the apparent negative net effect is generated by time periods with insignificant parameter

values. If time periods with insignificant parameter values at the 90% level are filtered out

of the post-estimation dataset before calculation of net effects, the net effects become almost

universally positive, as depicted in Fig. 6.18. However, negative net effects of GME price

action on volatility are still observed on January 25th and February 23rd. The reason for

these negative spikes is unclear and merits further investigation.

In addition to examining volatility directly attributable to GME price action, we provide

a casual examination of the unconditional volatilities in each subgroup and GME, as shown

in Fig. 6.19. We see similar peaks in volatility around the height of the squeeze and February

23rd in both subgroups (recall that the Melvin subgroup did not display notably increased net

effects on February 23rd). The presence of unconditional volatility in the Melvin subgroup

on February 23rd and a simultaneous lack of volatility attributable to GME price action

on February 23rd has two implications. First is that high volatility in GME may cause

volatility in secondary stocks in ways that are not immediately attributable to price action7.

The second is that the time-varying parameter estimator is robust to mistaking an increase

in overall volatility with an increase in volatility attributable to GME.

The Melvin Subgroup displays a peak of 64% unconditional volatility on January 27th,

the day after Melvin claims to have liquidated their short position in GME. One ad hoc

explanation for this behavior is that Melvin engaged in large portfolio rebalancing the day

after liquidating its position. The ETF subgroup displayed an annualized volatility of %100

7For example, it may be the case that an explosion of volatility in GME causes a generally volatile day
in the entire stock market.
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Figure 6.18: Annualized Net Effect of GME Price Action on Volatility, Insignificant
Parameters Removed

on January 28th, the date on which trading was halted by Robinhood. A casual inspection

of the graphs indicates that this is an increase of 70 percentage points for the ETF subgroup

and 30 percentage points for the Melvin subgroup, a tripling and doubling of “typical”

unconditional volatility, respectively.
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Figure 6.19: Annualized Volatilities, Both Subgroups and GME
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CONCLUSION

Summary

In Part 1, we find very mixed evidence for predictability of GME returns via social

media during the squeeze. Variables in regressions of raw returns (as reported in Appendix

C) displayed almost no predictive power individually, likely due to colinearity between

predictors. When examining demeaned returns, variables displayed a very slight degree

of predictive power, with Percent Change Google Search Volume and Hashtags being the

most consistent predictors.1 However, when engaging in more advanced model selection

practices (testing all combinations of variables, joint hypothesis tests) we do find significant

decreases in predictive power in restricted models. Unfortunately, this study was limited by

both computing power and time and could not evaluate all possible combinations of variables

at the 60-minute and 10-minute frequencies with stochastic volatility to engage in exhaustive

model evaluation and selection. However, the limited results we are able to obtain suggest

a degree of predictability of returns.

Variables in log of relative volume again displayed almost no predictive power

individually at a daily frequency. Of the 3 web traffic variables that displayed significance at

the hourly level, only two (comments and hashtags) displayed significance at the 10-minute

level. Log of Raw volume was largely unpredictable, with only two web traffic variables

(cashtags and comments) displaying significance at the hourly level. Even further, signs

on coefficients were often counter-intuitive, with coefficients displaying negative signs where

one would expect positive signs. As this paper is largely concerned with evaluations of the

Efficient Markets Hypothesis, we did not perform similar auxiliary regressions for volume.

In addition to the main subject on inquiry, we also find evidence consistent with two

1This is likely due to Google’s low correlation with other predictors
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hypotheses concerning retail investor behavior and use of social media. First, we find evidence

consistent with the hypothesis that returns of GME Granger-cause social media activity,

and not the other way around. Second, we find evidence consistent with the hypothesis that

retail investors who purchase GME only discuss their purchases online after the purchase is

complete.

In Part 2, we find evidence to support two hypotheses:

1. GME price action caused excess volatility in stocks with the ETFs GAMR and XRT

2. GME price action caused excess volatility in stocks held by targeted fund Melvin

Capital

Hypothesis 1 is evidenced by the large portion of squared residuals from Stage 1 explained

by GME price action. Hypothesis 2 is evidenced by the non-zero net effect of GME returns

on volatility in Melvin’s holdings and is strengthened by the apparently discontinuous nature

of the relationship between volatility of Melvin’s holdings and GME price action . After the

liquidation of Melvin’s position in GME on January 26th, the relationship between GME

and volatility in Melvin’s holdings seems to cease, with both parameter values and net effects

close to 0. In the ETF subgroup, we observe a peak of 100% annualized volatility on January

28th, when trading was halted by Robinhood. For the Melvin subgroup, we observe a peak

annualized volatility of 64.6% on January 27th, the date after which Melvin claims to have

liquidated their entire short position in GME. However, both annualized volatilities returned

to normal levels by February 1st, suggesting a short-but-powerful volatility spillover from

GME to both examined subgroups.

Limitations

Unfortunately, the present study does have some limitations. First, not all data

was obtainable for Parts 1 and 2. We were unable to obtain comments from important
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Reddit posts, as discussed in the Data section, and our sample of secondary stocks was

limited to stocks in the Russell 3000, biasing the sample toward larger, more popular, more

thickly traded stocks. Second, the analysis of social media content is rudimentary at best,

as we do not distinguish between bullish and bearish sentiment in individual posts. A

proper evaluation of the interaction of social media content and financial phenomena would

incorporate NLP (Natural Language Processing). Third, we are limited by computing power

and time and cannot evaluate many transformations of variables and engage in exhaustive

model selection procedures.

Implications

These findings suggest that retail investor fads (meme stocks) may present opportunities

for profitable trading strategies based on observation of web traffic patterns. For example,

careful monitoring of Twitter, Reddit, and Google search volume may lead to improved

forecasts of asset returns and demand. As well, volatility-based trading strategies2 may

be profitable during a meme stock craze due to the excess volatility generated by popular

financial movements. Finally, these findings confirm the hypothesis of Brunnermeier (2005),

which suggested that predatory trading could cause price overshooting and increased

volatility of prices of assets held by the targeted fund.

2For example, traders may find it profitable to purchase both put and call options on assets which are
held by funds who also hold stocks undergoing a sudden burst of popularity.
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Theoretical Examples

To explicitly illustrate how this might occur, we provide three examples, one for each
possible mechanism, specifically applied to the GME short squeeze:

1. Predatory trading: Trader A is a distressed fund and must purchase GME in order to
cover its short positions. Trader B is an unrelated party whose portfolio contains GME.
Trader B engages in risk management practices which assume a certain correlation of
GME with other assets in his portfolio. As Trader A purchases GME, GME price
exceeds its fundamental value and its correlation with other asset prices changes.
Trader B’s risk management strategy is then invalidated by the change in correlation
scheme. Trader B realizes this and makes unplanned purchases or sales of other assets
in order to accommodate the new correlation scheme.

2. Contagion as a wealth effect: Traders A-C are funds with logarithmic utility and
collectively possess enough market power to affect asset prices. Trader D is a single
trader with enough market power to affect GME price in the short run and an irrational
1 demand for GME, which has resulted in GME price exceeding its fundamental value.
Traders A-C have a “rational” demand for GME and believe that the asset price will
decrease to its fundamental value. These traders take large short positions in GME.
Trader D responds to this by increasing demand for GME, resulting in an even greater
overvaluation and a negative wealth shock to Traders A-C. Traders A-C respond to
a substitution effect which dictates that they increase their short position, as GME
is now even more overvalued. They also respond to a wealth effect which dictates
that they decrease portfolio risk and liquidate their risky assets, including the short
position, because their marginal utility of wealth (and, consequently, risk preferences)
has changed. If the wealth effect is larger than the substitution effect for any trader
A-C, say, Trader A, this results in a further decrease in wealth for Traders A and B
as Trader A liquidates his position, decreasing the value of the short positions held
by A and B. This decrease in wealth may be enough to push other Traders A-C to
liquidate, exacerbating the problem further. As all Traders A-C are simultaneously
liquidating risky assets, a decrease in liquidity, an increase in volatility, and a change
in conditional correlation between asset prices are observed even for assets which were
not originally shorted.

3. Algorithmic trading: A number of traders with a collective degree of market power
maintain algorithmic trading programs which incorporate information about GME.
These programs observe correlations between GME and other assets from periods in
which both GME and other assets’ prices are largely products of their fundamental
value. The algorithms maintain a de facto belief that prices reflect fundamental
values and that fundamental values are correlated. GME price detaches from its

1In this case, irrational means that Trader B’s interest in GME is not financial.
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fundamental value due to a short squeeze. The algorithms, utilizing a now-outdated
correlation scheme, believe they has received a signal about fundamental values of other
assets and makes market orders based on this information. If enough algorithms hold
similar interpretations of the information generated by the squeeze, they simultaneously
attempt to buy or sell similar assets, resulting in increased volatility and decreased
liquidity2.

shrinkTVP

TVP Models
Time-Varying Parameter models are a class of Bayesian models brought to prominence

by Primiceri (2005)Primiceri [2005]. Time-Varying Parameter models are cast in state-space
form as

yt = xtβt + ϵt, ϵt ∼ Nd(0, σ
2
t ) (A.1)

βt = βt−1 + ut, ut ∼ N(0,Q) (A.2)

where yt is the dependent variable at time t, xt is a d-dimensional row vector of independent
variables, βt is a vector of time-varying parameters, ϵt ∼ N(0, σ2) is the regression error,
and ut ∼ Nd(0,Q) is a white noise process which indicates that we do not observe the true
values of the parameters βt. By assumption, Q = Diag(θ1, . . . , θd), indicating independent
innovations to the parameter value.

The present study uses an R package named shrinkTVP. Previous packages have solved
for the above parameters via a Kalman Filter. shrinkTVP instead reparameterizes the
equation into the equivalent

yt = xtβ + xtDiag(
√
θ1...

√
θd)β̃t + ϵt (A.3)

ϵt ∼ N(0, σ2) (A.4)

where βt is separated into two parts: the prior on the starting value of βt, and the innovations
to the starting value. This allows the practitioner to identify time-invariant parameters; if
innovations to the prior on β do not contribute information to the model, the resulting
estimation is a time-invariant parameter. β (note the lack of a time index) is the vector
of means of β0 and β̃t is the element which is modeled to evolve with time. In words, the
resulting equation models yt as xt multiplied by the mean initial value of β, plus xt multiplied
by a white noise process, which is scaled by the variance of innovations to parameter values.

2This is distinct from Example 1 in that Example 1 does not rely on an assumption that Trader B will
be slow to recognize the change in correlation scheme.
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The process for β̃t is given by

β̃t = ˜βt−1 + w̃t (A.5)

w̃t ∼ Nd(0, Id), (A.6)

and the prior distributin on β̃0 is given by

β̃0 ∼ N(0, P0) (A.7)

where Id is a d -dimensional identity matrix. P0 is a scaling factor. The prior distribution
of β0 is given by

β0|β,Q ∼ Nd(β, P0Q) (A.8)

The scaling factor is unknown and follows the prior

P0,jj ∼ G−1(vp, (vp − 1)cp) (A.9)

where vp = 20, cp = 1, implying that no prior moments exist. Reparameterization is
a common practice in hierarchical modeling, and has the benefit of reducing correlation
between the observed state and the latent state we do not observe. From there, shrinkTVP
utilizes a type of Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, a Gibbs Sampling algorithm, as
specified in Bitto, et.al, (2018) Bitto and Frühwirth-Schnatter [2016] to estimate parameters
and variances.

shrinkTVP reports prior means of β, 95% Highest Posterior Density Regions of β, as
well as plots of the path of βt over time, complete with credible intervals.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo, Random Walk Metropolis, and Gibbs Sampling Algorithm
Parameter values in the model are estimated via a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

dependent sampling method. MCMC methods allow the practitioner to sample from a
posterior distribution without deriving it analytically. A special case of MCMC is the
Random Walk Metropolis (RWM) algorithm, which explores (samples from) a probability
space. The idea behind RWM is that a random spot is visited (sampled) in the probability
space of interest, and then adjacent locations in the probability space are proposed randomly
(hence the name). If an adjacent spot has a higher likelihood than the current spot, the
spot is moved to (sampled) with probability 1. If the spot has a lower likelihood, it is
moved to (sampled from) with probability pnew

pold
. In this manner, the outline of a probability

space can be sketched without full analytical calculation of the denominator in Bayes’s
rule. This algorithm is modified to a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to deal with bounded
variable values, such as stock prices. Further, a special case of the RWM is the Gibbs
sampling algorithm, which we employ in this model through the package shrinkTVP. The
Gibbs sampling algorithm improves RWM efficiency in evaluating a joint probability function
by sampling from the conditional probability functions of all the constituent parameters.
Consequently, the Gibbs sampling algorithm can accept all proposed movements in the
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probability space because they are already couched in conditional terms and do not need to
be subjected to the accept/reject rule of the typical RWM algorithm. The full algorithm used
by the shrinkTVP package is detailed in Bitto, et. al (2018) Bitto and Frühwirth-Schnatter
[2016] and Knaus, et. al. (2020) Knaus et al. [2020].

Shrinkage Priors
Shrinkage priors are a type of prior designed to avoid model overfitting. In the case of

TVP models, priors can be placed on the variances of innovations to parameter values (θjt)
such that changes in parameter values are necessarily limited. This has the added benefit of
the identification of time-invariant parameters in the model; when merited by the data, the
default priors generated by shrinkTVP results in a variance of zero for certain parameters.

Hypothesis Testing
In order to perform Bayesian equivalents of hypothesis tests, comparison between

models is accomplished via “leave-one-out” Bayes factor tests. The Bayes factor is given
by

K =
Pr(D|M1)

Pr(D|M2)
(A.10)

where M1 is (in this case) an unrestricted model containing all variables of interest and M2 is
a restricted model (equivalent to a model based on a null hypothesis) which includes all other
variables. When only one variable is excluded, this is analogous to a t-test for significance.
The restricted model is equivalent to the unrestricted model except in the sense that certain
priors have been placed on the variables of interest in the model, and can be considered a
nested version of the unrestricted model in which all the prior mass for the parameters has
been placed at 0. In the case of this study, the likelihood for any model is calculated by a
“brute force” method given by

p(y|Mk) = p(y1|Mk)
T−1∏
t=1

p(yt+1|y1:t,Mk) (A.11)

which requires T − 1 estimations of the model within the specified window. For significance
tests of K different parameters of the model, we simply perform K different tests, each
one with a restricted model that leaves out a specific variable. In interpreting the degree
to which the Bayes factor supports one model over another, we follow a procedure first
published by Jeffreys (1961) and then refined by Kass and Rafferty (1995), which assigns
qualitative “strength of evidence” measures based on Bayes factor scores. The measures are
given by the table below:
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Bayes Factor (B21) Evidence Against H0

1 to 13 Not worth mentioning
13 to 20 Positive
20 to 150 Strong
> 150 Very Strong

Consequently, for example, if the Bayes factor generated via comparing an unrestricted
model M1 containing k variables and a restricted model M2 containing k − 1 variables is >
20, we consider that strong evidence in favor of the unrestricted model, and equivalent to a
rejection of a null hypothesis of insignificance for the omitted variable. p(y|Mk) is obtained
by first generating forecasts of yt+1, using the mean and standard deviation of the forecasts,
obtaining the z-score of the observed yt+1, and using the normal probability density function
to calculate p(y|Mk). This approach is justified on the grounds that model parameters
and noise are normally distributed and innovations to parameter values are modeled as
independent.

Choice of priors
Analysis is facilitated by use of the shrinkTVP package in R with default priors.

Default settings estimate a fully hierarchical model where the distributions of parameters
and innovations to parameters are assumed to follow a conditionally Normal distribution, the
Normal-Gamma. Parameter values and standard deviations of innovations are conditional on
their variances, which follow a Gamma distribution. As Gamma distributions are the sum of
squared normal distributions, this can be seen as a normal prior on the standard deviations
of both the parameter values and the standard deviations of innovations. Formally, default
priors are given as described in Bitto, et. al (2018) Bitto and Frühwirth-Schnatter [2016]:

βj|τ 2j ∼ N(0, τ 2j ), τ
2
j |aτ , λ2

B ∼ G(aτ ,
aτλ2

B

2
) (A.12)√

θj|ξ2j ∼ N(0, ξ2j ), ξ
2
j |aξ, k2

B ∼ G(aξ,
aξk2

B

2
) (A.13)

(A.14)

These priors have the advantage of being uninformative with regards to means in the case
of βj and of identifying time-invariant parameters in the case of θj. Hyperparameters aτ , aξ,
kB, and λB, are learned from the data.

Secondary Assets
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Table A.1: Assets in GAMR ETF

GAMR

Obtained

AMD EA EXPI HEAR INTC
MSFT PLTK PTC QCOM SKLZ
TEN TTWO ZNGA SF

Missing

225570 2357 2121 36570 302
700 777 799 856 1119
1337 2100 2353 2377 2400
2432 2498 3293 3515 3632
3635 3656 3659 3662 3668
3765 3798 3888 3903 3932
4751 5478 6180 6238 6460
7832 7844 7974 9684 9697
9766 9990 36750 67000 67160
69080 78340 95660 112040 181710
192080 251270 259960 263750 293490
299900 950180 AAPL AFX ALFOC
APP ATVI BILI CDR CRSR
DIB DOYU EG7 EGLX EMBRAC
FDEV G5EN GAMR GME GOOG
GRVY HUYA IS KWS LEO
LOGI M8G MAIL MOMO MTGB

NENTB NOD NTES NVDA PDX
RBLX SCPL SE SOHU SONY
SUMO THUNDR TM17 TOBII U
UBI UMG VIV YY
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Table A.2: Assets in XRT ETF

XRT

Obtained

CASY ORLY BKE ULTA PLCE
LQDT BIG GES HIBB DG
PRTY PAG MNRO CAL RCII
SBH PSMT LAD KSS LESL
JWN ETSY MUSA CVNA HZO
KR SIG AN ANF ACI
W SPWH ROST GO DBI

TGT WOOF QRTEA TJX TSCO
SCVL FIVE ODP QUOT FL
DKS PETS BURL AAP WINA
FLWS WBA SAH AEO GPS
CTRN WMT BJ OSTK AMZN
OLLI SSTK M RAD SFM
ABG KMX REAL IMKTA BOOT
DLTR EBAY SFIX EYE VRM

Missing

BGFV CRMT GPI POSH TA
CONN PRTS BBY WISH FRG AZO
SFT RVLV DDS ONEW CHS
BBWI PRCH COST ARKO XRT DASH
ASO URBN CHWY GME GRPN
VSCO LE
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Table A.3: Melvin Capital Assets

Melvin Capital

Obtained

EXPE FB MA FISV V
FICO TEAM AAP HLT AMD
IAA TXRH AMZN MSFT IT
NFLX MSCI ALGN AEO MTCH
WYNN DRI SPGI TPX ADI
PLAN DDOG RHP COTY CAR
FOUR DECK TWTR SWK ANF
PINS ADBE H CRWD XRAY
CBRL

Missing

GOOGL BKNG LB LVS NKE
NUAN COUP NOW MELI JD
AZO BABA PAGS LH GWW
LYV SE RACE IAC1.MX ABNB
LAUR
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Tables Part 1

Table B.1: Time-Invariant Parameters, Daily Regression of Return, With Stochastic
Volatility

β0

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept 0.002 0.037 0 -0.047 0.075 1174
β̄ CAPM 0.007 0.152 0 -0.192 0.258 1136
β̄ Rt−1 -0.001 0.039 0 -0.069 0.079 1446
β̄ Log(Comst−1) 0394 0.005 8.13E-22 -0.006 0.00774 1109
β̄ Log(Subst−1) -5.26E-05 0.007 7.74E-18 -0.010 0.011 1286
β̄ Log(Hasht−1) -097 0.008 -2.85E-12 -0.022 0.012 770
β̄ Log(Casht−1) -031 0.007 -3.92E-16 -0.012 0.011 822
β̄ %∆ Googlet−1 0164 0.024 3.86E-12 -0.030 0.037 762
aξ 0.076 0.031 0.070 0.027 0.139 164
aτ 0.067 0.032 0.060 0.016 0.129 53
κ2
B 461.817 675.687 197.417 3.16E-08 1781.301 2517

λ2
B 379.426 585.491 137.966 2.72E-11 1549.141 2688

SV µ -1.029 1.155 -1.048 -3.217 1.317 244
SV ϕ 0.895 0.0856 0.917 0.730 1.000 245
SV σ2 1.915 1.116 1.665 2.54E-01 4.075 195

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table B.2: Time-Invariant Parameters, Daily Regression of Return, No Stochastic Volatility

β0

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept 0.012 0.080 0 -0.080 0.179 1455
β̄ CAPM -0.014 0.224 0 -0.330 0.272 3119
β̄ Rt−1 -0.005 0.055 0 -0.120 0.089 2133
β̄ Log(Comst−1) 0.001 0.009 0 -0.009 0.019 1523
β̄ Log(Subst−1) 0 0.011 0 -0.013 0.021 2177
β̄ Log(Hasht−1) -0.007 0.021 0 -0.063 0.018 525
β̄ Log(Casht−1) -0.001 0.013 0 -0.030 0.021 1669
β̄ %∆Googlet−1 -0.00351 0.053878 -3.93E-16 -0.10791 0.12563 730
aξ 0.0740 0.031 0.069 0.025 0.140 99
aτ 0.078 0.036 0.070 0.025 0.152 70
κ2
B 361.428 589.339 130.708 9.55E-12 1554.696 2282

λ2
B 354.332 567.016 128.646 2.80E-12 1444.231 1891

σ2 0.064 0.020 0.061 0.031 0.106 809
C0 0.389 0.187 0.359 8.56E-02 0.728 1301

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table B.3: Time-Invariant Parameters, Regression of Demeaned Return, Hourly Frequency

β0, Independent Variables Demeaned at Daily Level

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS
β̄ RSPY,t 0.023 0.468 0 -0.758 0.880 5081
β̄ Rt−1 -0.166 0.155 -0.193 -0.422 0.049 116
β̄ Arsin(Comst−1)) -0.002 0.013 0 -0.034 0.016 954
β̄ Arsin(Subst−1) -0.008 0.011 -0.006 -0.032 0.003 409
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−1) -0.001 0.006 0 -0.017 0.009 1953
β̄ Arsin(Casht−1) 0 0.007 0 -0.016 0.018 5979
aξ 0.060 0.038 0.053 0.009 0.132 20
aτ 0.087 0.035 0.080 0.032 0.162 209
κ2
B 290.160 528.802 60.882 0 1354.338 573

λ2
B 186.543 413.348 32.856 0 910.259 1074

σ2 0.009 0.001 0.009 0.007 0.011 3372
C0 0.062 0.023 0.059 2.24E-02 0.110 4288

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table B.4: Time-Invariant Parameters, Regression of Demeaned Return, 10-Minute

β0, Independent Variables Demeaned at Hourly Level

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS
β̄ RSPY 0.006 0.222 0 -0.208 0.186 1495
β̄ Rt−1 0.009 0.147 0 -0.116 0.151 1168
β̄ Rt−2 -0.008 0.137 0 -0.129 0.151 413
β̄ Rt−3 -0.005 0.037 0 -0.075 0.044 142
β̄ Arsin(Comst−1) -0.002 0.006 0 -0.017 0.005 93
β̄ Arsin(Comst−2) 0.001 0.004 0 -0.003 0.012 223
β̄ Arsin(Comst−3) 0.003 0.007 0 -0.004 0.020 53
β̄ Arsin(Subst−1) 0 0.001 0 -0.002 0.001 491
β̄ Arsin(Subst−2) 0 0.004 0 -0.007 0.006 1135
β̄ Arsin(Subst−3) -0.001 0.002 0 -0.006 0.001 118
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−1) 0 0.001 0 -0.003 0.001 342
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−2) 0 0.001 0 -0.004 0.001 578
β̄ Arsin(Subst−3) 0 0.001 0 -0.003 0.001 586
β̄ Arsin(Casht−1) 0 0.001 0 -0.002 0.001 2124
β̄ Arsin(Casht−2) 0 0.001 0 -0.002 0.001 810
β̄ Arsin(Casht−3) 0 0 0 -0.001 0.001 2029
aξ 0.038 0.014 0.036 0.016 0.065 36
aτ 0.051 0.020 0.048 0.021 0.088 40
κ2
B 31.875 64.638 9.601 0 139.388 2567

λ2
B 618.943 814.167 323.924 0 2275.078 1468

σ2 0.001 0 0.001 0 0.001 58
C0 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.001 0.007 497

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution
of parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant
parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the
credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the
estimation of each variable.
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Table B.5: Time-Invariant Parameters, Regression of Log Relative Volume, Daily

β0, Independent Variables Demeaned at the Daily Level

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept -0.097 0.531 0 -0.856 0.512 482

β̄ log(Vt−1

FF
) 0.171 0.241 0.019 -0.075 0.688 141

β̄ Market Index 0.190 0.220 0.128 -0.084 0.624 214
β̄ Log(Comst−1) -0.024 0.084 -6.09E-07 -0.259 0.071 519
β̄ Log(Subst−1) -0.008 0.090 -1.06E-15 -0.221 0.155 391
β̄ Log(Hasht−1) -0.007 0.059 -1.16E-11 -0.151 0.120 527
β̄ Log(Casht−1) -0.0194 0.085 -1.25E-08 -0.254 0.122 242
β̄ %∆ Googlet−1 0.033 0.131 2.70E-05 -0.139 0.311 818
aξ 0.097 0.037 0.091 0.038 0.175 236
aτ 0.085 0.035 0.080 0.025 0.150 126
κ2
B 288.673 468.874 116.848 2.23E-06 1182.463 1178

λ2
B 95.025 225.646 22.205 2.40E-09 433.770 999

σ2 0.239 0.102 0.227 0.064 0.438 405
C0 0.954 0.428 0.889 2.12E-01 1.753 801

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution
of parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant
parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the
credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the
estimation of each variable.
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Table B.6: Time-Invariant Parameters, Regression of Log Relative Volume, Hourly
Frequency

β0

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept -0.043 0.324 0 -0.743 0.640 905
β̄ Market Index 0.300 0.075 0.301 0.149 0.447 260
β̄ Arsin(Comst−1) 0.002 0.036 3.17E-09 -0.082 0.084 569
β̄ Arsin(Subst−1) -0.161 0.128 -0.130 -0.437 0.005 97
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−1) -0.005 0.030 -1.34E-07 -0.087 0.051 651
β̄ Arsin(Casht−1) 0.047 0.083 0934 -0.062 0.249 134

β̄ Log(Vt−1

FF
) 0.354 0.178 0.365 -0.009 0.636 66

aξ 0.095 0.040 0.088 0.031 0.183 84
aτ 0.105 0.041 0.099 0.038 0.184 193
κ2
B 455.965 654.939 206.073 5.40E-10 1763.447 2552

λ2
B 25.452 53.985 7.779 6.45E-08 105.802 2025

σ2 0.188 0.044 0.188 0.105 0.268 95
C0 0.854 0.338 0.810 2.84E-01 1.531 683

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table B.7: Time-Invariant Parameters, Regression of Log Relative Volume, 10-Minute
Frequency

β0

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept 0.030 0.004 0.030 0.023 0.037 6
β̄ Market Index 0.002 0 0.002 0.002 0.003 19

β̄ Arsin(Vt−1

FF
) 0 0.081 0 -0.111 0.083 2383

β̄ Arsin(Vt−2

FF
) -0.005 0.032 -4.11E-12 -0.099 0.054 200

β̄ Arsin(Vt−3

FF
) -0.004 0.024 -2.85E-11 -0.074 0.027 157

β̄ Arsin(Comst−1) -2.71E-06 0138 -2.28E-20 -045 0189 22
β̄ Arsin(Comst−2) -011 0325 -2.55E-12 -0.001 0199 8
β̄ Arsin(Comst−3) -073 0499 -075 -0.002 4.02E-05 6
β̄ Arsin(Subst−1) -7.94E-05 0128 -2.53E-08 -038 2.55E-05 11
β̄ Arsin(Subst−2) -9.38E-05 0135 -1.09E-07 -038 1.94E-05 8
β̄ Arsin(Subst−3) 2.49E-06 4.28E-05 -1.53E-24 -7.43E-05 7.81E-05 334
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−1) 7.99E-06 3.81E-05 1.59E-25 -5.27E-05 0111 93
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−2) -2.26E-05 7.71E-05 -1.71E-11 -025 7.55E-05 65
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−3) 8.24E-07 5.18E-05 1.26E-32 -9.63E-05 0119 61
β̄ Arsin(Casht−1) 0.002 0.001 0.002 -01 0.004 215
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−2) 8.98E-06 8.47E-05 4.28E-21 -015 0163 110
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−3) 2.17E-06 3.05E-05 3.76E-16 -7.28E-05 7.82E-05 150
aξ 0.032 0.010 0.031 0.014 0.051 38
aτ 0.046 0.015 0.044 0.023 0.075 69
κ2
B 129.061 228.565 43.110 4.84E-08 563.253 3506

λ2
B 611.764 760.652 346.973 5.13E-06 2176.797 3090

σ2 8.53E-08 3.81E-08 7.80E-08 2.38E-08 1.58E-07 26
C0 6.43E-07 3.89E-07 5.52E-07 7.98E-08 1.4E-06 51

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval for
each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each variable.
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Tables and Figures, Alternative Specifications of Part 1

Figure B.1: Time-Varying Parameters, Regression of Raw Return, Hourly
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Figure B.2: Time-Varying Parameters, Regression of Raw Return, 10-Min
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Figure B.3: Time-Varying Parameters, Regression of Raw Return, 10-Min, Cont.
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Figure B.4: Time-Varying Parameters, Regression of Log Volume, Daily
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Figure B.5: Time-Varying Parameters, Regression of Log Volume, Hourly
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Figure B.6: Time-Varying Parameters, Regression of Log Volume, 10-Minute
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Figure B.7: Time-Varying Parameters, Regression of Log Volume, 10-Minute, Cont.
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Table B.8: Bayes Factors, Alternative Specifications

Bayes Factors, Alternative Specifications

Dependent Variable

Independent Variable 60-Min Returns 10-Min Returns Log Daily Vol Log 60-Min Vol Log 10-Min Vol

%∆ Googlet−1 Search 8.371
Cashtagst−1 2.56E-06 9.61E+00 1.003
Hashtagst−1 520 8.166 22.555
Submissionst−1 2.50E-45 10.76 5.913
Commentst−1 0.003 10.297 222.196
Lagged DV 3.23E-17 24.78 0.005
SPY 2.58E-32 7.35E+22
CAPM
Market Volume Index 0.629 2.70E-11 1.248E-10
Cashtags, Lags 1-3 2.27E-15
Hashtagst−1-3 9.17E+111
Submissionst−1-3 1.61E-42 3.19E-11
Commentst−1-3 1.18E-15 3.692E-06
Lagged DV 1-3 791.177 0.001
T
Total MCMC Reps
Burn-in
Thinning Factor
Stochastic Volatility NO NO NO NO NO

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of parameters through time and do not
indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on
the credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each variable.
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Table B.9: Time-Invariant Parameters, Raw Returns, Hourly Frequency

βo

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept -099 0.01115 -4.2E-11 -0.03156 0.012272 199
β̄ RSPY 0.063 0.375 0 -0.406 0.649 474
β̄ Rt−1 − ¯Rt−1 -0.106 0.188 -7.81E-05 -0.530 0.062 55
β̄ Arsin(Comst−1) -028 0.001 -3.2E-11 -0.003 0.001 187
β̄ Arsin(Subst−1) -024 0.002 -3.14E-11 -0.003 0.003 259
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−1) -0.002 0.019 -4.46E-11 -0.043 0.037 1011
β̄ Arsin(Casht−1) 0717 0.003 5.42E-13 -0.004 0.008 170
aξ 0.069 0.026 0.066 0.025 0.119 147
aτ 0.068 0.030 0.062 0.02022 0.129 121
κ2
B 309.992 508.296 105.882 1.48E-17 1307.45 2767

λ2
B 275.277 519.071 63.842 2.19E-16 1283.267 1406

σ2 0607 017 0583 0321 0954 346
C0 0.005 0.002 0.004 1.17E-03 0.009 722

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table B.10: Time-Invariant Parameters, Raw Returns, 10-Minute Frequency

β0

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept 0 0.001 0 -0.001 0.002 170
β̄ RSPY 0.076 0.433 0 -0.312 0.660 59
β̄ Rt−1 − ¯Rt−1 -0.001 0.021 0 -0.042 0.031 524
β̄ Rt−2 − ¯Rt−2 -0.002 0.026 0 -0.043 0.015 99
β̄ Rt−3 − ¯Rt−3 -0.100 0.070 -0.124 -0.195 0.003 20
β̄ Arsin(Comst−1) 0 0 0 0 0 129
β̄ Arsin(Comst−2) 0 0 0 0 0 283
β̄ Arsin(Comst−3) 0 0 0 0 0 804
β̄ Arsin(Subst−1) 0 0 0 0 0 113
β̄ Arsin(Subst−2) 0 0 0 0 0 590
β̄ Arsin(Subst−3) 0 0 0 0 0.001 225
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−1) 0 0 0 0 0.001 77
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−2) 0 0 0 -0.001 0 54
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−3) 0.001 0.007 0 -0.004 0.008 205
β̄ Arsin(Casht−1) 0 0 0 0 0 136
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−2) 0 0.001 0 0 0 561
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−3) 0 0 0 0 0 1138
aξ 0.040 0.013 0.039 0.019 0.065 59
aτ 0.023 0.010 0.021 0.008 0.043 15
κ2
B 317.625 487.213 134.759 0 1243.683 641

λ2
B 253.511 473.050 57.304 0 1209.889 1034

σ2 0 0 0 0 0 46
C0 0246 0119 0226 6.09E-05 0442 147

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table B.11: Time-Invariant Parameters, Log Volume, Daily Frequency

β0

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept 3.287 5.464 0.045 -0.407 16.488 43
β̄ Market Index -0.002 0.156 -4.44E-12 -0.374 0.338 906
β̄ Log(Comst−1) 0.309 0.296 0.301 -0.053 0.873 180
β̄ Log(Subst−1) 0.020 0.154 3.09E-08 -0.311 0.413 580
β̄ Log(Hasht−1) -0.013 0.076 -1.12E-09 -0.202 0.121 1025
β̄ Log(Casht−1) -0.0338 0.101 -3.86E-05 -0.326 0.112 527
β̄ %∆ Googlet−1 0.102 0.282 0456 -0.331 0.791 241
β̄ DVt−1 0.577 0.280 0.645 -0.007 0.965 67
aξ 0.079 0.035 0.072 0.026 0.148 147
aτ 0.088 0.037 0.081 0.027 0.161 105
κ2
B 233.123 398.751 78.399 9.17E-11 979.541 1904

λ2
B 8.832 23.674 1.249 1.86E-12 42.088 784

σ2 0.289 0.105 0.278 0.088 0.499 211
C0 1.067 0.451 1.004 2.85E-01 1.964 995

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table B.12: Time-Invariant Parameters, Log Volume, Hourly Frequency

β0

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS
β̄ Intercept 10.253 2.416 10.233 5.905 15.198 90
β̄ Market Index 0.269 0.102 0.274 -0.002 0.429 344
β̄ Arsin(Comst−1) 0.006 0.034 1.17E-11 -0.051 0.100 591
β̄ Arsin(Subst−1) -0.130 0.125 -0.107 -0.400 0.014 77
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−1) -0.006 0.027 -1.68E-11 -0.083 0.036 503
β̄ Arsin(Casht−1) 0.052 0.091 5.22E-05 -0.041 0.279 76
β̄ DVt−1 0.415 0.149 0.407 0.145 0.724 106
aξ 0.081 0.035 0.075 0.021 0.149 82
aτ 0.077 0.031 0.074 0.024 0.137 82
κ2
B 424.851 606.632 184.709 8.81E-11 1692.422 3250

λ2
B 0.260 0.727 0.053 2.10E-15 1.171 2781

σ2 0.202 0.041 0.209 0.125 0.280 108
C0 0.888 0.354 0.840 2.98E-01 1.580 826

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table B.13: Time-Invariant Parameters, Log Volume, 10-Minute Frequency

β0

Variable Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS

β̄ Intercept 15.813 0.562 15.813 14.711 16.869 118
β̄ Market Index 0.130 0.106 0.137 -0.009 0.309 66
β̄ DVt−1 0.814 1.337 0.004 -0.338 3.935 111
β̄ DV, Lag 2 -0.170 0.529 0 -1.602 0.464 350
β̄ DV, Lag 3 -0.074 0.404 0 -1.025 0.564 768
β̄ Arsin(Comst−1) 0.010 0.031 0 -0.027 0.091 102
β̄ Arsin(Comst−2) -0.006 0.040 0 -0.075 0.082 49
β̄ Arsin(Comst−3) 0.002 0.021 0 -0.036 0.063 323
β̄ Arsin(Subst−1) -0.020 0.031 -77.000 -0.096 0.009 127
β̄ Arsin(Subst−2) -0.047 0.048 -0.042 -0.140 0.0105 67
β̄ Arsin(Subst−3) -0.018 0.030 -51.000 -0.093 0.012 156
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−1) -39.000 0.009 0 -0.022 0.023 1259
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−2) -0.008 0.026 0 -0.074 0.015 180
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−3) 0.009 0.021 0 -0.014 0.063 233
β̄ Arsin(Casht−1) -0.005 0.031 0 -0.075 0.047 120
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−2) 0.005 0.025 0 -0.018 0.066 56
β̄ Arsin(Hasht−3) 846.000 0.009 0 -0.020 0.023 947
aξ 0.063 0.027 0.057 0.024 0.115 33
aτ 0.052 0.017 0.050 0.021 0.085 42
κ2
B 763.569 871.995 466.382 0 2521.342 982

λ2
B 0.307 0.538 0.123 0 1.215 2417

σ2 0.078 0.009 0.078 0.061 0.096 223
C0 0.465 0.178 0.443 0.157 0.829 2613

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution
of parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant
parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the
credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the
estimation of each variable.
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Auxiliary Regressions: Correlation Matrices and Bayes Factors

Table B.14: Correlation Matrix of Web Traffic Variables, 10-Min Frequency

10-Minute Frequency

Cashtags Hashtags Submissions Comments
Cashtags 1.00 0.95 0.90 0.87
Hashtags 0.95 1.00 0.88 0.82
Submissions 0.90 0.88 1.00 0.96
Comments 0.87 0.82 0.96 1.00

Table B.15: Correlation Matrix of Web Traffic Variables, 60-Min Frequency

Hourly Frequency

Comments Hashtags Cashtags Submissions
Comments 1.00 0.84 0.88 0.97
Hashtags 0.84 1.00 0.97 0.90
Cashtags 0.88 0.97 1.00 0.92
Submissions 0.97 0.90 0.92 1.00
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Table B.16: Correlation Matrix of Web Traffic Variables, Daily Frequency

Daily Frequency

Comments Hashtags Cashtags Submissions %∆ Googlet−1

Comments 1.00 0.93 0.92 0.99 0.17
Hashtags 0.93 1.00 0.96 0.97 0.08
Cashtags 0.92 0.96 1.00 0.93 0.11
Submissions 0.99 0.97 0.93 1.00 0.12
%∆ Googlet−1 0.17 0.08 0.11 0.12 1.00
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Table B.17: Bayes Factors, All Possible Variable Combinations, Daily, No SV

Bayes Factors

Model LL BF

Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -64.699 4.414E+12***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -60.666 4.090E+08***
Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -59.0156 9.155E+06***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -58.421 2.327E+06***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -57.559 3.196E+05***
Log(Hasht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -56.842 6.140E+04***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Hasht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -56.094 1.096E+04***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1) Log(Casht−1) -55.16 1.299E+03***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1) Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -55.101 1.113E+03***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -54.928 7.486E+02***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1) Log(Casht−1) -54.843 6.159E+02***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Hasht−1) Log(Casht−1) -54.742 4.875E+02***
Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) -54.589 3.430E+02***
Log(Casht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -54.354 1.997E+02***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -54.261 1.611E+02***
Log(Comst−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -54.242 1.541E+02***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -54.157 1.268E+02**
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1) Log(Hasht−1) -53.717 4.603E+01**
%∆ Googlet−1 -53.709 4.517E+01**
Log(Subst−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -53.632 3.788E+01**
Log(Comst−1), Log(Hasht−1) -53.497 2.773E+01**
Log(Hasht−1), -53.450 2.489E+01**
Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1) -53.036 9.604E+00
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1) -52.734 4.787E+00
Log(Subst−1), -52.299 1.758E+00
URM -52.054 1.000E+00
Log(Subst−1), Log(Casht−1) -52.010 9.036E-01
Log(Comst−1), Log(Casht−1) -51.985 8.532E-01
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1) Log(Casht−1) -51.776 5.275E-01
Log(Casht−1) -51.565 3.245E-01
Log(Comst−1) -51.021 9.262E-02

*** BF>150, ** BF>20, * BF>12

Notes: “URM” is an initialism for “unrestricted model”
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Table B.18: Bayes Factors, All Possible Variable Combinations, Daily, With SV

Bayes Factors

Model LL BF

Log(Subst−1), %∆ Googlet−1, -35.791 1.572E+12***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -34.376 6.039E+10***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1), -34.183 3.872E+10***
Log(Casht−1), -34.043 2.806E+10***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) -33.830 1.716E+10***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -33.699 1.270E+10***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -33.442 7.023E+09***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -33.278 4.816E+09***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Hasht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -32.994 2.507E+09***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Casht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -32.041 2.789E+08***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) -30.894 1.990E+07***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Casht−1), -30.295 5.016E+06***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1) Log(Casht−1) -30.071 2.993E+06***
Log(Casht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -30.018 2.651E+06***
Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -29.909 2.055E+06***
%∆ Googlet−1 -29.745 1.412E+06***
Log(Comst−1), -29.719 1.330E+06***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1) -29.527 8.550E+05***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Casht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -29.220 4.217E+05***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), -29.091 3.135E+05***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), Log(Casht−1) -28.725 1.348E+05***
Log(Hasht−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -27.916 2.092E+04***
Log(Subst−1), Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) %∆ Googlet−1 -27.642 1.114E+04***
Log(Comst−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -27.569 9.429E+03***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Subst−1), %∆ Googlet−1 -27.510 8.221E+03***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Casht−1) -27.185 3.890E+03***
Log(Comst−1), Log(Hasht−1) -27.110 3.272E+03***
Log(Hasht−1), -26.798 1.594E+03***
Log(Subst−1), -24.474 7.575E+00
URM -23.595 1.000E+00
Log(Hasht−1), Log(Casht−1) -23.539 8.786E-01

*** BF>150, ** BF>20, * BF>12

Notes: “URM” is an initialism for “unrestricted model”
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Table B.19: Bayes Factors, Joint Hypothesis Tests, Raw Return, Hourly Frequency

Bayes Factors

LL BF

Cash and Hash -4.307E+02 5.802E+10***
URM -4.200E+02 1.000E+00
Subs and Coms -4.098E+02 6.544E-11
Subs and Cashtags -4.087E+02 5.687E-12
Subs and Hash -4.083E+02 2.222E-12

*** BF>150, ** BF>20, * BF>12

Notes: “URM” is an initialism for “unrestricted model”

Table B.20: Bayes Factors, Joint Hypothesis Tests, Raw Return, 10-Minute Frequency

Bayes Factors

LL BF

URM -2314.208 1.000
Subs and Coms -2303.181 9.4E-12
Hash and Cash -2265.657 2.8E-49

*** BF>150, ** BF>20, * BF>12

Notes: “URM” is an initialism for “unrestricted model”
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Moving Average Regressions

Table B.21: Bayes Factors, Moving Average Regressions, 10-Min

Bayes Factors

LL BF

Hashtags, MA -2048.285 7.14E+252***
Cashtags, MA -2214.357 6.06E+86***
Comments, MA -2283.830 2.036E+17***
Subsmissions, MA -2284.165 9.412E+16***
RM -2301.139 1

*** BF>150, ** BF>20, * BF>12

Notes: “RM” is an initialism for “restricted model”

Table B.22: Bayes Factors, Moving Average Regressions, 60-Min

Bayes Factors

LL BF

Hashtags, MA -391.155 1.52E+20***
Submissions, MA -408.738 3.98E+02***
Comments, MA -409.665 4.707E+01**
RM -411.338 1.000E+00
Cashtags, MA -414.124 0.002

*** BF>150, ** BF>20, * BF>12

Notes: “RM” is an initialism for “restricted model”
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APPENDIX C

TABLES AND FIGURES, PART 2
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Tables and Figures

Time-Invariant Parameters, ETF Subgroup

Table C.1: Time-Invariant Parameters, All Deciles, ETF Subgroup, Daily Frequency

Time-Invariant Parameters on β0

Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS
β̄ Intercept 0 0 0 0 0.001 183
β̄ RGME

t -1.78E-05 0 -5.04E-18 -0.001 0 2707
β̄ RGME

t−1 0 0.002 7.29E-10 -0.003 0.004 294
β̄ ut−1 0.200 0.199 0.205 -0.041 0.542 134
aξ 0.071 0.032 0.067 0.018 0.133 137
aτ 0.071 0.031 0.067 0.021 0.132 142
κ2
B 249.213 514.066 42.508 0 1209.963 3109

λ2
B 146.834 374.882 13.592 0 760.518 1633

σ2 0 0 0 0 0 632
C0 0 0 0 0 0 1875

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the
evolution of parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had
a time-invariant parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and
90% bounds on the credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective
Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each variable.
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Table C.2: Time-Invariant Parameters, All Deciles, ETF Subgroup, Hourly Frequency

Time-Invariant Parameters on β0

Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS
β̄ Intercept 0 0 0 0 0 140
β̄ RGME

t 0 0.002 0 -0.003 0.007 415
β̄ RGME

t−1 -6.35E-06 7.60E-05 -9.50E-16 -0 0 1187
β̄ ut−1 0.008 0.140 1.98E-12 -0.237 0.300 2102
aξ 0.061 0.024 0.059 0.022 0.110 357
aτ 0.066 0.029 0.061 0.021 0.126 336
κ2
B 56.728 167.859 3.865 0 284.325 2327

λ2
B 228.284 469.444 30.443 0 1207.951 3177

σ2 0 0 0 0 0 0
C0 0 0 0 0 0 2494

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the
evolution of parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had
a time-invariant parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and
90% bounds on the credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective
Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each variable.
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Table C.3: Time-Invariant Parameters, All Deciles, ETF Subgroup, 10-Min Frequency

Time-Invariant Parameters on β0

Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS
β̄ Intercept 0 0 0 0 0 64
β̄ RGME

t -0.001 0.002 0 -0.005 0.001 162
β̄ RGME

t−1 0 0 0 -0.001 0 117
β̄ RGME

t−2 0 0 0 0 0 159
β̄ RGME

t−3 0 0 0 0 0 692
β̄ ut−1 0.013 0.086 0 -0.123 0.206 126
β̄ ut−2 0.002712 0.042034 8.19E-26 -0.063 0.097 765
β̄ ut−3 -0.010 0.077 -3.44E-15 -0.184 0.121 120
aξ 0.065 0.022 0.062 0.027 0.110 215
aτ 0.037 0.017 0.034 0.012 0.070 28
κ2
B 232.373 405.328 73.200 0 1011.121 3578

λ2
B 255.702 517.192 41.167 0 1236.631 2083

σ2 0 0 0 0 0 0
C0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the
evolution of parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had
a time-invariant parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and
90% bounds on the credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective
Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each variable.
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Time-Invariant Parameters, Melvin Subgroup

Table C.4: Time-Invariant Parameters, All Deciles, Melvin Subgroup, Daily Frequency

Time-Invariant Parameters on β0

Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS
β̄ Intercept 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0.002 102
β̄ RGME

t 8.30E-05 0.000496 5.36E-13 -0.008 0.001 1601
β̄ RGME

t−1 4.40E-05 0.000443 2.58E-14 -0.009 0.001 3862
β̄ ut−1 0.003 0.056 2.25E-10 -0.110 0.144 3633
aξ 0.055 0.024 0.051 0.015 0.104 262
aτ 0.071 0.032 0.067 0.018 0.138 176
κ2
B 219.191 488.162 23.780 4.24E-36 1118.466 4425

λ2
B 252.442 495.284 45.629 1.30E-54 1221.66 3017

σ2 0 0 0 0 0 2324
C0 0 0 0 0 0 3002

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution of
parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant parameter
on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the credible interval
for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the estimation of each
variable.
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Table C.5: Time-Invariant Parameters, All Deciles, ETF Subgroup, Hourly Frequency

Time-Invariant Parameters on β0

Mean SD Median HPD1 HPD2 ESS
β̄ Intercept 0 0 0 0 0 47
β̄ RGME

t 3.91E-05 0.000122 3.17E-14 -8.6E-05 0 304
β̄ RGME

t−1 0 0.00 6.93E-18 -0.008 0.007 710
β̄ ut−1 0.005 0.244 6.01E-13 -0.403 0.547 650
aξ 0.064 0.026 0.060 0.017 0.116 254
aτ 0.066 0.029 0.062 0.021 0.124 158
κ2
B 43.750 123.054 3.308 1.20E-21 232.148 3773

λ2
B 206.381 447.837 25.833 1.25E-24 1049.065 3742

σ2 0 0 0 0 0 0
C0 0 0 0 0 0 1257

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution
of parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant
parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the
credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in
the estimation of each variable.
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Table C.6: Time-Invariant Parameters, All Deciles, ETF Subgroup, 10-Minute Frequency

Time-Invariant Parameters on β0

β̄ Intercept 1.09E-05 1.67E-06 1.09E-05 7.71E-06 1.45E-05 168
β̄ RGME

t 0 0.001 0 -0.001 0.004 210
β̄ RGME

t−1 -3.14E-06 1.31E-05 -1.19E-16 -4.04E-05 1.54E-05 359
β̄ RGME

t−2 -3.38E-05 3.44E-05 -2.92E-05 -9.89E-05 3.48E-06 125
β̄ RGME

t−3 4.98E-06 2.23E-05 6.32E-13 -2.64E-05 4.34E-05 220
β̄ ut−1 0.072799 0.310358 2.57E-10 -0.296 0.642 425
β̄ ut−2 -0.010 0.033 -5.99E-10 -0.108 0.036 266
β̄ ut−3 0.007 0.033 7.61E-10 -0.058 0.086 315
aξ 0.049 0.017 0.047 0.019 0.084 105
aτ 0.055 0.022 0.051 0.020 0.102 91
κ2
B 75.297 180.515 13.386 3.88E-30 355.167 3534

λ2
B 340.757 592.867 96.969 2.80E-19 1468.926 3209

σ2 0 0 0 0 0 0
C0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Notes: Time-invariant parameters refer to the starting values used to model the evolution
of parameters through time and do not indicate that some variables had a time-invariant
parameter on their values. HPD1 and HPD2 indicate the 10% and 90% bounds on the
credible interval for each parameter. ESS indicates the Effective Sample Size utilized in the
estimation of each variable.
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